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SEA SCAMP  competing in the cross Channel Regatta
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Letter from the Commodore

Dear Fellow Members,

   Sara Taffinder again hosted our AGM on the 6th of December, my thanks to her for her hospitality, and for 
laying on such splendid food.

   The physical state of SEA SCAMP attest to the work of the refitters under Bill Scatchard’s leadership, and the 
care we take of her when we are on board, however we are not using her enough to ensure that we keep our 
“berthdays” up to the historical average, and this means lower income, so do look at the sailing programme 
and book up as early as you can. Brittany is back by popular request.

   This lack of berthdays  is in part due to a lack of active Skippers which is an issue that the committee is 
actively addressing .we are therefore delighted to welcome a new member as a  Seascamp Skipper Andy 
Whitmore, who brings with him a wealth of experience. I hope he will be joined in the spring by others who 
pass the scrutiny of our assessment team of Alison Dewar, John Salmon and John Scatchard.

   Bill Scatchard and his helpers do not just maintain SEA SCAMP they are constantly improving her, and he 
has two “presents” on his Christmas list a new all-weather awning, and an asymmetrical spinnaker or cruising 
chute, which does not need a spinnaker pole. Please add them to your Christmas present list and contact Bill.

   We have been affiliated to the Little Ship Club for a couple of years now. We are planning an evening social 
there starting at 7pm on the 23rd of February; lecture followed by supper, more details from Flo.

   I look forward to seeing you there and at refit.

   Have an excellent season in 2016 Robert Stevenson - Commodore

Club Finances
   Last year’s Journal article was packed full of facts 
and figures so this year I thought a shorter one would 
be appropriate and in keeping with our dullish result.
We only managed 536 berthdays despite starting 
out with an ambitious programme. This compares 
with our 32 year annual average of 602. Although 
we managed two training weekends, a skipper 
assessment weekend, the Dartmouth Cross Channel 
Regatta and the OCC Regatta we did not do the 
Round the Island nor the Royal Escape Race. We 
were hampered by a shortage of active skippers 
and during her 31 weeks afloat SEA SCAMP earned 
nothing at all in five of them. To make things worse 
financially, the profile of people who sailed showed 
a higher than usual proportion had large Refit 
Allowances.
 
   So sadly our Nett Sailing Fees per berthday were 
the lowest since 2009.  In our first eight weeks, sailing     
only weekends, we averaged £396 per week. In 

our next 13 which was when we were away from 
Shamrock Quay on our summer tour of the Channel 
Islands and the West Country (three out of St. Peter 
Port and three out of Falmouth), we averaged £663 
per week. When we were again based at Shamrock 
Quay the last ten weeks averaged £187 per week
Inevitably our income fell, despite being 
supplemented by donations of £1,336, and finished 
up being 12% below the 2014 figure. Revenue 
expenditure went up by 9.3%. 
Capital expenditure was a very modest £363; we only 
bought a new handheld VHF set and a replacement 
cockpit display unit for speed and depth since the 
original became too difficult to read. 
Cash in the bank dropped by about 4%. In itself that 
is not alarming but we are aiming to build up for 
future major expenditure; we must remember the 
wisdom of Wilkins Micawber.

Bill Robson- Treasurer

STOP PRESS          Sailing fees may now be paid by electronic transfer from your bank to the Club.
                                             Please see page 37 for full details
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Bill Scatchard - Refit Chairman

Refit Report
   This year our shipwright will complete the renewal 
of the plank/frame fastenings - just the port bows        
( except for the fastenings to the new planking fitted 
a couple of years ago), a small repair to the beam 
shelf,  recaulking the 7 lower strakes of planking 
and “making good “ the deck caulking between 
forehatch and coachroof..  We will have to remove  
the antifouling first.
   
   The engine was “hunting” -uneven running when  
cold – cause found to be weak injector pump springs 
– this pump will be overhauled as will the leaking 
water pump  and the stern seal replaced. 

   The electric systems will be overhauled and 
improved to make the system safer and easier to 
operate. 

   The cooker oven is under test – it reaches usable 
temperature on the top shelf but not on the lower 
shelf –budding master chef contestants need to 

realise that marine cookers that will fit in SEA SCAMP 
are not fan assisted so there will never be an even 
temperature through out the  oven.  A new regulator 
will be fitted in March if the oven  performance cannot 
be improved we will get a new cooker.

   The worn out genoa will be replaced. There will 
be the usual list of equipment to be serviced, hatch 
seals to be renewed and lots of sanding , painting 
and varnishing to do – plenty of jobs for all skill levels.
SEA SCAMP is under her white tent at the top end of 
the yard and Nicky Twort will be our Refit Volunteer 
Organiser – or Whipper In,  if she has not contacted 
you yet, she will be doing so soon, please make 
a positive response and tell her your refit dates – 
Saturday and Sundays , January to March with some 
midweek days for special jobs.  The  2015/16  Refit 
Allowance of £ 1.70 is earned for each Refit  “day” 
done (6 hours starting at 0930).   For more details 
of all the refit jobs we will be doing this year please 
contact me.

  In the spring a members’ survey was carried out, 
alas it was anonymous so we could not find out more 
about some of the “interesting” responses
 ( despite an article in subsequent newsletters.)  One 
suggestion was a hand basin in the focsle – this has 

been examined but there are one or two challenges 
with this idea – finding a suitably sized basin and 
where to fit it .  Here are a few ideas ranging in cost 
from £750 to £2 ! 

Submarine Sink.
Now difficult to find !  
Cost at least £750                                          
Dimensions ??? 
Would it fit in SEA SCAMP? 
Tip bowl contents into 
heads bowl.

Cleo Tip Up Sink Folding 
Vanity Basin.    
£105
Colour: White Plastic.  
Tip bowl into heads bowl.
Dimensions: 660mm x 
520mm. Open 430mm, 
Closed 130mm
A bit big for SEA SCAMP

Outdoor Foldable Folding 
Camping Basin.
£1.95 + p & p

Small Washing Up Bowl.
£1.36 + p & p
Height: 11.5cm - Approx
Base Diameter: 20cm Approx
All purpose.   

Another idea was to relocate the heads – but where 
to ?  SEA SCAMP/ZEISIG’S original heads was in the 
saloon aft of the mast in a little compartment.  Later 
A & R 50 sq metres had their heads where our galley 

sink is at the moment – moving our heads will present 
more challenges ! We could of course leave it where 
it is – 100 Sq metre KONIGN’s  heads was originally 
in the forepeak under the forehatch. 

   Finally the Christmas Present –  a new water proof 
AWNING  to cover the cockpit –reaching from the 
skylight to the gas box – this will give us an extra 
“room” (the cockpit) when it is raining and some 
space (aft of the cockpit) to hang wet oilies.  The 
existing old green sun awning is too small and not 
waterproof. 

   When we have funded this we can think about an 
Easter Present -  An Asymmetric spinnaker  - blue 
with a soaring gold Siskin, large and light weight to 
drive heavy SEA SCAMP in light winds!
 
  Please send your contribution cheque to me, 
payable to SEA SCAMP SYNDICATE.  
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Sailing Secretary report

John Scatchard - Acting Sailing Secretary 

   First, my thanks to Nicky for stepping up mid-
season to take on the role of Acting Sailing Sec. at 
a difficult time when there were many slots still to be 
filled.

   2015 was not the best of SEA SCAMP's seasons 
due largely to the desperate shortage of active 
skippers. Of the 14 skippers listed in the Journal only 
11 sailed this year and of these only 7 were able to 
take a week's cruise, the remainder taking weekend 
or midweek trips.

   The planned programme was optimistic, offering 
12 full week trips and 23 weekend/midweeks. In the 
event we managed 11 weeks, thanks to 3 skippers 

taking more than 1 week, and 17 weekend/midweeks. 
Including weekends etc we sailed 112 days with an 
occupancy of 78%.

   SEA SCAMP and her crews enjoyed themselves, 
cruising in the West Country and joining in the Classic 
race to Guernsey - I believe my brother skippered her 
to another prize.

   Nicky is now your Sailing Secretary and in handing 
over I would like to thank the Committee, skippers, 
mates and crew who have helped in putting together 
the sailing programmes over the last few years and 
then implementing them by getting on board and 
sailing.

   One Spring training weekend was held with skipper 
candidates Andy Whitmore and Adrian Gould 
getting some familiarisation prior to their skipper 
assessments, Denise Moore preparing for her Clipper 
Race from Rio to Cape Town, Tracey Farkas going 
for Competent Crew and Leslie Miles looking for 
promotion to Watch Leader. 
A proposed Autumn weekend was cancelled due to 
lack of demand.

The following regradings have been approved by the 
Committee – congratulations to :
Andy Whitmore skipper
Florence Preux Watch Leader
Tracey Farkas Qualified Crew
Poppy Gotto Qualified Crew Crew
Millie Gotto Qualified Crew
Martin Golden Qualified Crew

   As usual I remind skippers and crew that every 
trip has the potential for training and for signatures 
on your “can do” sheets. Don't forget to make an 
application for regrading when you are ready.

I will offer a weekend in the Spring and Autumn for 
dedicated training. 
Alison Dewar and John Salmon have joined Rob 
Anstey as Skipper Assessors.

2015 Training

2016 Training

Skippers
Rob Anstey
Clive Brown
John Cox
Alison Dewar
Adrian Halstead
Martin Hayden
Bill Robson
John Salmon
Bill Scatchard
John Scatchard
Mike Sharples
Rob Stevenson
Kate Taylor
Nick Thomas
Andy Whitmore

Mates
Ian Baines
John Davison
Jenny Douse
Jim Gotto
Adrian Gould
Chris Kingswood
Graham Little
Sophie Lund
Graham Macey
Denise Moore
Martin Moss
Guy Mullins
Amanda Prout
Laura Salmon
Simon Smewing
Sara Taffinder
Eden Thomson
Nicole Twort
Hilary Webb

Watch Leaders
John Adams
Mark Cullen
Peter Deeley
Celia Emmott
Anne Gaillard
Peter Hamblin
Andrew Hawthorn 
Lesley Kiln
Ian Lund
Mark Meadows
John Orrell
Rob Panting
Florence Preux
Anne Robson
David Sheperd
Mary Webb

Qualified Crew 
John Adam
Jill Campion
Monica Deasy
Tracey Farkas
Carolin Gohler
Martin Golden
Kate Gotto
Millie Gotto
Poppy Gotto
Nigel Harvey
Simon Hodgins
Chris Lovegrove
Ralph McCorkindale
Rosemary McCorkindale
Colette McLaughlin
Saladin Meckled Garcia
Leslie Miles
Steve Morgan
Matthew Robson
Liz Scatchard
Sue Shrubsole
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New Member Profiles
Terry Secretan  -   I am a retired BT. Engineer and have 
sailed for many years in different boats, power and sail. I now 
own “JESS”, a cruising catamaran with centreboards and creature 
comforts based in Walton-on-Naze Essex. We mainly sail the East 
Coast Rivers with some trips across the North Sea, especially to 
Holland, and plan to sail round Britain in a year or two.  I mostly 
learnt to sail by trial and (frequently) error but have done some RYA 
courses too.  On my previous cat I used to take charter parties out 
for the day as owner/skipper. Not much profit but very enjoyable.
  
My Cousin Adrian Gould has often sailed with me and invited 
me on a SEA SCAMP cruise a couple of years ago. Sailing on 
SEA SCAMP is a very different experience to JESS...  Much more 
Spartan and physical. I did the Royal Escape race in her in 2014 in 
rough weather, learnt what “wet, cold and exhausted” meant but 
really enjoyed it (well, in retrospect I did!) Then this July I joined her 
for a week in the Channel Islands, again with lots of wind and rain 
and good company.  

I look forward to many future cruises and adventures on SEA 
SCAMP. Preferably with F 3 to 4 offshore winds and warm sunshine 
but if not, I know it will be great anyway.

Martin Golden - My first experience of sailing was on a flotilla 
holiday in Greece some 30 years ago.

A bit of a disaster as we didn’t get on well with the other folks on the 
boat and were trapped on Cephalonia by an Autumn storm.
However I had been bitten by the sailing bug, and bought an old 
GP 14 Dingy to sail on Ullswater in which we have had many family 
adventures over the years.

As a family, we joined Ullswater Yacht club, and by chance I was 
asked to crew for sail racing some 10 years ago and now race 
regularly, in the past in a Fireball, and more recently, an Osprey 
dingy and Tempest keelboat.
    
After cruiser sailing on the Scottish west coast, and Irish Sea, 
followed by day and coastal skipper courses, I was been keen to 
build my sailing miles, and happened to bump into Mike Sharples! 
I work as an optometrist in Cumbria.   

Tracey Farkas  -  A warm welcome to Tracey. She was 
introduced to sailing by Andy Whitmore in 2009. Enjoying it greatly 
she undertook and passed the RYA Competant Crew course in 
2011 and then passed her Day Skipper theory in 2012.

Last year she sailed on OVERLORD and SEA SCAMP and is 
presently graded Qualified Crew
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Sallie McMullen   I was introduced to SEA SCAMP by Nick Bishop whom I work with. I had just come 
back from a holiday in Kefalonia on a ‘learning to sail week’, which was hard work but great fun.

He told me about the wonderful trips he has had on SEA SCAMP and OVERLORD so I contacted Sara and she 
asked if I wanted to come down to Shamrock Quay to see SEA SCAMP and help with the refit. She suggesting 
it would be a good way to get to know the boat and the Syndicate Members. I found everyone was very friendly, 
and was delighted that I got invited to sail on her which was great and I was then hooked. 

I have a great love and respect for the sea as I also scuba dive, something I have done for over 12 years. I am 
looking forward to helping again with the refit and doing more sailing this year with some of the lovely people I 
have met so far. 

copy - Ian Baines, Flo Preux 
photos - Bill Scatchard

Social Events.
   Our main social event this year was a visit to the 
Tower lifeboat station in London.  It takes its name from 
the original station, which opened near Tower Bridge in 
2002.  It was relocated to its current site at Victoria Pier 
on Embankment next to Waterloo Bridge in 2006. 

   The station is literally floating on the Thames and we 
were struck by how much the station moves around 
due to passing river traffic.  The station is the busiest in 
the UK and is manned 24 hours a day by both full time 
staff and volunteers.  The waters of the River Thames 

are treacherous, with strong tides and very cold water 
drawn in from the North Sea all year round.  Most of 
the incidents they deal with are members of the public 
falling in or getting caught out from the tide, etc rather 
than seafarers.  They need to be able to respond 
very fast and therefore they have E-class lifeboats 
capable of reaching over 40 knots!  In addition to a 
presentation over a cuppa, we were shown round one 
of the lifeboats and the station rooms, including the kit 
room.  

   Following the visit we retired next door to the floating 
Bar & Co for drinks and tapas.  Whilst we were there 
we heard the lifeboat roar past on a shout.  A timely 
reminder of the service they provide to members of the 
public and seafarers alike.  

   The first social of 2016 will take place at the Little 
Ship Club in London on Tuesday 23 February 2016, 
7pm. This is their usual club night and it will start by a 
lecture by Jimmy Cornel on Exploring the North West 
Passage, followed by a two-course dinner (main and 
desert). Costs are £15.50 per person and buy your 
own drink.  Further socials are planned for 2016 so 
look out for details of these.  If you have an idea for a 
social, please get in touch.

Publicity and Website.
   During a recent survey of website usage, it was 
found that only a small proportion of members are 
accessing the members only section. This secure 
area contains a wealth of useful information, such as 
the SEA SCAMP sailing manual, which includes the 
training syllabus, previous newsletters and journals, 
contact details, sailing programme etc. We will 
endeavour to keep this information as up to date as 
possible.  

   If you haven’t done so already, please register to 
access the members’ area. All you need to do is follow 
the links to register and you will be granted permission 
to use it. The website address is www.seascamp.org.
uk.  If you have any suggestions for any aspect of the 
website please let us know.

   Our Facebook page is becoming more popular.  We 
passed the 50 likes mark this year and now have 67 
followers!  It’s a useful way to pass on information 
to members, hopefully reducing the number of 
emails and complementing the website content and 
newsletters.  I invested in some desktop publishing 
software this year, which enabled me to try a new 
format for the newsletters.  These are issued every 
quarter.  I’ve had good feedback from members so far 
but if you have any suggestions please let me know.  
Likewise if you have something you would like to post 
on Facebook or in the newsletters I would be happy to 
do this.  
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   As I have not been made aware of any significant 
safety issues with respect to SEA SCAMP in the 
last year, I thought I would summarise a couple of 
incidents from elsewhere – one very public and one 
rather closer to home.

   CHEEKY RAFIKI

   You will probably have been aware of the loss of the 
Beneteau 40.7 CHEEKY RAFIKI and her crew of four 
in the North Atlantic last May as there was significant 
media coverage at the time. The Skipper, Andrew 
Bridge, came from Farnham and had learned to sail at 
the same club as my son.

   The MAIB  published their report into the accident in 
April 2015; the full text is available on their website – 
most of the synopsis is given here.

   At about 0400 on 16 May 2014 the UK registered 
yacht CHEEKY RAFIKI capsized approximately 720 
miles east-south-east of Nova Scotia, Canada while on 
passage from Antigua to Southampton, UK. Despite 
an extensive search that found the upturned hull of the 
yacht, the four crew remain missing.

   At approximately 0405 on 16 May an alert 
transmitted by the personal locator beacon of CHEEKY 
RAFIKI’s skipper triggered a major search for the 
yacht involving United States Coast Guard fixed- wing 
aircraft and surface vessels. At 1400 on 17 May, the 
upturned hull of a small boat was located; however, 
adverse weather conditions prevented a closer 
inspection and the search was terminated at 0940 on 
18 May. 

   At 1135 on 20 May, following a formal request from 
the UK government, a second search was started. 
At 1535 on 23 May, the upturned hull of a yacht was 
located and identified as being that of CHEEKY 
RAFIKI. On investigation, it was confirmed that the 
vessel’s liferaft was still on board in its usual stowage 
position. With no persons having been found, the 
second search was terminated at 0200 on 24 May. 
CHEEKY RAFIKI’s hull was not recovered and is 
assumed to have sunk.

   In the absence of survivors and material evidence, 
the causes of the accident remain a matter of some 
speculation. However, it is concluded that CHEEKY 
RAFIKI capsized and inverted following a detachment 
of its keel. In the absence of any apparent damage to 
the hull or rudder other than that directly associated 
with keel detachment, it is unlikely that the vessel had 
struck a submerged object. Instead, a combined effect 
of previous groundings and subsequent repairs to its 
keel and matrix had possibly weakened the vessel’s 
structure where the keel was attached to the hull. 
It is also possible that one or more keel bolts had 
deteriorated. A consequential loss of strength may 
have allowed movement of the keel, which would have 

been exacerbated by increased transverse loading 
through sailing in worsening sea conditions.

   The yacht’s operator, Stormforce Coaching Ltd, has 
made changes to its internal policies and has taken a 
number of actions aimed at preventing a recurrence. 
The Maritime and Coastguard Agency has undertaken 
to work with the Royal Yachting Association to clarify 
the requirements for the stowage of inflatable liferafts 
on coded vessels, and the Royal Yachting Association 
has drafted enhancements to its Sea Survival 
Handbook relating to the possibility of a keel failure.

   Further recommendations have been made to sport 
governing bodies with regard to issuing operational 
guidance to both the commercial and pleasure sectors 
of the yachting community aimed at raising awareness 
of the potential damage caused by any grounding, 
and the factors to be taken into consideration when 
planning ocean passages. 

   As with many serious accidents there were a number 
of contributory factors which combined to produce 
the final outcome: the skipper and mate's relative 
inexperience (they were both 22); the poor choice 
of return route –  recommended routes are to the 
south of the track of Atlantic lows; continuing to push 
the boat on into strong head winds once it became 
clear there was a problem; known problems with hull/
matrix detachment in similar vessels due to slamming 
or grounding; the unknown condition of previous 
hull repairs to CHEEKY RAFIKI and recent 'light' 
groundings (including in the approach to Shamrock 
Quay). 

   Her liferaft was stowed in a cockpit locker rather 
than on deck. While she carried an EPIRB this was not 
activated, and she had no SSB radio or INMARSAT 
capability – only a satellite phone. She was also 
overdue a survey required to comply with the MCA 
code for small commercial vessels and there were 
other problems relating to the appropriate category of 
coding for a transatlantic passage.

   What is believed to be the direct cause of the 
capsize, the design and condition of the keel/hull 
interface and subsequent failure leading to loss of 
the keel, has been investigated by the Wolfson Unit 
at Southampton University – their report is available 
as an Annex to the MAIB report for those interested. 
Its conclusions are limited to the technical findings, 
but suggest a still limited understanding by the boat-
building industry of the dynamic loads experienced 
by a small vessel in a seaway and an unthinking 
application of the current design standards with 
insufficient safety margins. 

   SEA SCAMP's keel design is of course quite 
different, and the load distributed over a much larger 
proportion of the hull. It is nevertheless an integral 
part of the vessel's ability to remain seaworthy and 

Safety Officer’s Report  
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Kate Taylor - Safety Officer

attached by a number of keel-bolts. These are inspected, 
and replaced if corroded, at regular intervals, and she 
received substantial inspection and repair after a heavy 
grounding 3 years ago.

   OVERLORD Grounding in Denmark

   The following is taken from the report by Graham Little, 
OCC Club Safety Advisor. 

   OVERLORD was anchored off the beach near Rodvig in 
light offshore wind and conditions appeared settled at 00:30. 
It was later established that the bottom was crushed shell 
and sand. An anchor watch alarm was set but only on a 
portable GPS which was hung out in the cockpit. 

   Three hours later, it was discovered that the wind had 
changed and OVERLORD had dragged the anchor and 
grounded off the beach, now a lee shore. Initial attempts to 
motor off were not successful and a Mayday call was made 
to Sweden Rescue. 

   While waiting for the rescue boat the crew launched the 
dinghy and laid out the kedge anchor but it failed to hold. 
There was some delay in getting the dinghy and outboard 
motor into operation.  With the assistance of the rescue 
boat, it took around 10 minutes to re-float OVERLORD and 
pull her into deeper water. 

   With hindsight, the root causes of the incident have to 
include some or all of: 
a, questionable choice of anchoring location;  
b, inadequate chain laid out; 
c, failure to fully dig in the anchor (or to find the poor      
 holding conditions); 
d, inadequate contingency planning against a   
 significant wind shift or anchor dragging.

  Two ‘good outcomes’ should be noted -
 The early decision to make the Mayday call: 
OVERLORD was clearly in a dangerous situation and 
probably needed assistance. There would have been no 
shame in cancelling the Mayday if OVERLORD had got free 
without help.

 The situation was addressed quietly and calmly, 
without panic.

Several lessons should be learned. 

1.   OVERLORD’s Tridata instrument can be set to alarm 
for reducing depth, and it should have been used in this 
situation. Properly set, it would have sounded as Overlord 
moved into shallower water before touching the bottom. 
A depth alarm is preferable because there could be 
dangerously shallow water within the set ‘safe’ distance of a 
GPS anchor scope alarm.

2.   OVERLORD’s main instruments should always be used 
in preference to any hand-held GPS, particularly if it is not 
located below. The Skipper and Mate should know what 
alarms are set. Use of ‘private’ devices, where the operation 
may be understood only by the owner, is inherently less safe 

than use of the main instruments.

3   The crew initially hauled the anchor and then tried to 
motor off. It would perhaps have helped to attempt motoring 
off before recovering the anchor, which might have reduced 
the distance travelled towards the shore.

4   It took extra time and bolt-cutters to remove the outboard 
motor padlock. A check on handover should have revealed 
this issue. Skippers and Mates must take responsibility for 
checking that keys are in their normal locations and that 
locks are working.

5   Time was lost during inflation of the dinghy. The correct 
pump adaptor could not be located and some of the crew 
did not understand the operation of the dinghy inflation 
valves. Skippers and Mates must take responsibility for 
checking equipment locations and crew knowledge.

6   There was apparently some delay in the Commodore 
being informed of the incident. It is important that the 
Commodore (or Vice Commodore or Sailing Secretary as 
back-up) is informed of any significant incident by phone or 
other message as soon as it is safe and practicable to do 
so. This will ensure that any necessary support and spares 
are organised and that the Insurers are informed if relevant.

   It's always instructive to learn from one's mistakes, but 
usually less painful to learn from other people's. The MAIB 
are the statuary body which investigates marine accidents 
in the UK, and as well as full reports into serious accidents, 
they publish regular safety digests which summarise causes 
and lessons learned in recent investigations. The 'leisure' or 
'small craft' section is thankfully smaller than the 'commercial' 
and 'fishing' sections, but it all makes interesting reading. 

   There is also the CHIRP  system for accidents waiting to 
happen, and they also publish regular feedback bulletins. 
Common factors include checking, maintenance and 
use of safety equipment or lack thereof, near misses with 
commercial vessels, and MOB occurrences of one sort or 
another including ladders on laid-up boats – re-fitters take 
note.

   All of these investigations are undertaken in the spirit of 
'no-blame', with the intention of identifying root-causes and 
preventing recurrence. All of us within the club should bear 
this in mind, and never be reluctant to recognise where we 
could have done better, how we can share our experience 
with others and when we should call for help. 

   Useful links are: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/maib-safety-digests 
https://www.chirp.co.uk/newsletters/maritime 

          Ed note: see also Clive Browns’ missing pump story page 19
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Henry (Jimmy) Rasmussen was born in Denmark 1876 and was apprenticed to his 
shipbuilder grandfather, he trained as a Naval Architect and moved to Bremen to work 
in shipyards where he started his yacht designing career. In 1907 he and friend Georg 
Abeking, mechanical engineer, opened their own yard on the banks of the Weser at 
Lemwerder building workboats and racing yachts.  Henry Rasmussen quickly gained 
a great reputation as “He knew how to build fast boats, making use of the racing rules: 
He knew how to build these boats with an uncomparable quality of craftsmanship and 

He knew how to steer them successfully during races”.  For 50 years he was on the technical committee 
of the DSV, German Yachting Association, responsible for setting yacht class rating rules.   During the 
winter he designed and built yachts and in the summer he sailed at regattas winning prizes and acquiring 
commissions for new yachts. He soon gained a legendary reputation in Europe and North America.  

   George Abeking retired in 1922 and Henry Rasmussen continued to build boats until his death in 1959. 
Abeking and Rasmussen is run today by his great grandson.  From 1907 to 1996 Abeking and Rasmussen 
built 6445 boats – from 2.4m tenders, motor boats, Sailing Dinghies, Star class Olympic keel boats, racing 
yachts – many to famous American designs, the Square Metre class yachts and other large mega yachts, 
mostly in wood. In addition in metal small Naval ships and lifeboats – 40 m minesweepers in the war and 
in the 1950’s  69 m cargo ships. Sadly today A & R only build metal super yachts. (including in 1950 a 5 m 
Pirate- youth class, sailing dinghy Bau No 5060 ”Odyssus” for Carolin Gohler‘s father.)

   In 1927 the DSV introduced the design rules for fast and seaworthy cruiser-racers with comfortable 
accommodation below deck, 30 to 250 square metres, which led to a series of some of the most beautiful 
yachts designed and built by A & R.  The first square metre was the 1928 80 sq m ATHENA (No 2388) still 
sailing today renamed ALRUNE at Kiel. As HR had a major influence in writing the Class Rules, he knew 
how to make the best advantage of them designing and building the SQ. Metres.   Most were built 1936/37,  
twenty two 30 Sq m’s, two 60’s, six 80’s, ten 100’s, one 125’s, and two 150’s. Of the ten 100’s are including 
MARABU (No 2929) and PELIKAN – OVERLORD No 3016 – built in 1936. By far the most prolific were the 
thirty four 50’s Sq m’s built, the 1st was SEEBAR (No 2907–1935) and the last HILTRUT (no 3281–1937). 
Most were ordered by the Germany Air Ministry(RLM) others by the Navy and four by the Polish Officer Club.

  ZEISIG – SEA SCAMP (No 3012-1936, sail no V 43) was the 14th built.    Most were built in batches with 
the same hull design which was improved for subsequent batches. SEA SCAMP and six others had the 
same hull design as SKJOLD XI (No 2983- 1935 – V40) and KUCKUCK No 3013 V44 which is still sailed in 
Denmark. We have the line drawings for Bau No. 2983, however, as far as it can be ascertained, nearly all 
Abeking and Rasmussen 50’s had the same sail plan as SEEBAR (No 2907 – 1935 V25 ) Sail Plan drawing 
10174. (see opposite).

  When looking at old photographs the sail number must be checked to make sure it was an A & R yacht as 
other boatyards built 50 sq metres, their sail plans and rig details being different whilst still complying with 
class rules.  Sadly SEA SCAMP’s sails are smaller than the originals because of the shorter mast (broken in 
1976 and shortened by about half a metre), consequently SEA SCAMP does not perform well in light winds 
though in stronger winds she does well – effectively we have a permanent reef.

  The future for the near 80 year old SEA SCAMP – An original length mast so we can have full  sized sails 
and sail better in light winds ? In the mean time an Asymmetric “Raumballon”  (56 sq m) -  blue with a gold 
Zeisig- Siskin motif ?

Sources
‘Abeking & Rasmussen - An evolution in yacht building’ by Svante Domizlaff 1996                                               
‘Abeking & Rasmussen  - Hand written Yard Boat build list’      
http://www.takel-ing.de

Translation for drawing opposite    compared with SEA SCAMP
                                                                                                                                               

                 

A Short History of Abeking and Rasmussen and the Square Metres

Bill Scatchard 

Mainsail     39.95 sq m   31.1 sq m
Genoa      20.5 sq m
Jib no. 1    14.50 sq m   14.5 sq m
Jib no. 2        7.85 sq m     9.5 sq m 
  
Raumballon     27.40 sq m
Kreuzballon 17.30 sq m
Spinnaker 41.90 sq m   56.0 sq m
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Summer Cruising Area 2015,  Who sailed where when.

6-13 June  Scilly Isles
Mike Sharples (S)
Adrian Gould (M)
Anupuma Roy (P)
John Adams

13-19 June Falmouth
John Scatchard (S)
Hilary Webb (M)
Flo Preux
Tony Fortnam
Leslie Miles
Bernie Brown (OCC)

20-27 June Falmouth
Alison Dewar (S)
Chris Kingswood (M)
Dave Shepherd
Andy Hawthorn 

5-10 July  Plymouth - Brixham
Bill Robson (S)
John Cox (M)
Sara Taffinder
Matthew Robson(C)
Jac Taffinder (C)

11-18 July Cross Channel 
Regatta 
Bill Scatchard (S)
Adrian Gould (M)
Jill Campion
Nigel Harvey
Martin Golden

19-25 July  Channel Islands
Bill Scatchard (S)
Adrian Gould (M)
Chris Lovegrove
Viviane Ribeyron (P)

25-31 July  Channel Islands
Mike Sharples (S)
Adrian Gould (M)
Terry Secretan

2 - 6 Aug  Channel Islands
Bill Scatchard (S)
Sara Taffinder (M)
Nicky Twort
Leslie Miles

Summer sailing in the West Country and the Channel Islands
28 June - 4 July  Falmouth 
John Cox (S)
Sara Taffinder (M)
Celia Emmott
Graham Macey

9 - 10 Aug Channel Islands - 
SQ
John Scatchard (S)
Simon Smewing (M)
Sara Taffinder
Tony Fortnam
Rob Doe (P)

Newlyn Helford River

River Yealm

PlymouthCawsand

Salcombe

Dartmouth

Anstey Cove

Brixham

( see next page for Spring and Autumn weekend trips)

Fowey

Falmouth

St Agnes
St Mary’s

Tresco

Mevagissey
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Salcombe

Dartmouth

Anstey Cove

Brixham

Paimpol

St Peter Port

Carteret

Bouley Bay

St Helier

Dielette

Alderney

Sark

iles Chausey

Yarmouth

S.Q.
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Autumn sailing Solent Waters

3 - 6 April - Training Weekend
John Scatchard (S)
Denise Moore (M)
Andy Whitmore
Leslie Miles
Adrian Gould (M)
Tracey Farkas

14 - 16 April  SQ - Haslar M.
Clive Brown(S)
Sara Taffinder (M)
Peter Hamblin
John Adams
Christopher Lovegrove

18 - 19 April  SQ - Lymington. 
Rob Anstey (S)
Adrian Gould (M)
John Salmon
Alison Dewar
Andy Hawthorn
Chris Lovegrove
Sallie McMullen

2 - 4 May  S.Q. - Newton C.
Alison Dewer (S)
Laura Salmon (M)
Jenny Douse
Flo Preux
Ian Baines
Amanda Prout

9 - 10 May  S.Q. -  Cowes
Mike Sharples (S)
Nicky Twort(M)
Martin Golden 
Maria Golden(P)
Mark Paxton(P)

16-17 May  S.Q. -  Beaulieu
John Salmon (S)
Laura Salmon (M)
Jenny Douse
Peter Deeley
Ian Baines
Florence Preux

28 - 29 May  S.Q. - Buckler’s H.
Kate Taylor (S)
Rob Anstey (M)
Luke Anstey (C, OCC)
Max Brockdorff (P, C)

30 May   S.Q. - Yarmouth
Rob Stevenson (S)
Nicky Twort (M)
Sara Taffinder
Philippe Belot (P)
Antoine Belot (P, C)

Spring sailing in the Solent

25 - 26 April   S.Q. - Ocean V.
Bill Scatchard (S)
Guy Mullins(M)
Flo Preux
Colette McLaughlin
Reine Gomis(P)

31 May - 6 June 
Yarmouth - Falmouth
John Salmon (S)
Ian Baines (M)
Sara Taffinder
Eamonn Healy (OCC)
Jon Hart (P)

22 - 23 Aug SQ - Bucklers H.
Bill Scatchard (S)
Amanda Prout (M)
Flo Preux
Sallie McMullen

23 - 28 Aug SQ - Yarmouth
John Scatchard (S)
James Gotto (M)
Kate Gotto
Liz Scatchard
Poppy Gotto (C)
Millie Gotto (C)

3 - 4 Oct  SQ
Bill Robson (S)
Ian Baines (M)
Flo Preux

10-11 Oct SQ - Cowes
Andy Whitmore (S)
Nicky Twort (M)
John Salmon
Dave McIntyre
Sara Taffinder
Tracey Farkas

5 - 6 Sept SQ - Yarmouth
John Salmon (S)
Laura Salmon (M)
Miggie Bruce
Peter Deeley

12 - 13 Sept  SQ - Yarmouth
Rob Stevenson (S)
Adrian Gould (M)
Leslie Miles
John Wilson (P)
Anna Stevenson (C)
Alice Wilson (C, P)

17 - 18 Oct SQ
John Scatchard (S)
Guy Mullins (M)
Jenny Douse
John Adams
Flo Preux
Colette McLaughlin

24 - 25 Oct SQ
John Scatchard (S)
Hilary Webb (M)
John Orrell
Jackie Wright
Steve Morgan
Julia Brooker (P)

31 Oct - 1 Nov  SQ
Mike Sharples (S)
Nicky Twort (M)
Sara Taffinder
Andy Hawthorn

Cruising Area 2015,  Who sailed where when
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Cruise Reports 2015

14-16 April,  Hunt the Pump
Clive Brown (S), Sara Taffinder (M), Peter Hamblin, John Adams, Christopher Lovegrove 
   This cruise has now become 
almost a tradition, an early season, 
mid-week cruise for the generation 
with a bit more time on its hands.  
A number of my usual crew were 
conspicuous by their absence, 
having had a torrid sail last year 
in gale force westerlies.  This year, 
however, was the reverse, with 
warm weather and sunny skies, 
marred only by a distinct absence 
of wind.

   On the first day, we made a 
mid-morning start after breakfast at 
the Yellow Wellie, and motored to 
Calshot where we picked up a bit 
of wind to carry us eastwards down 
the North Channel.  The breeze 
deserted us at Ryde, and we had 
lunch under way while drifting 
towards the forts.  We found more 
wind when approaching Chichester 
Harbour, and had a good sail into 
the entrance and round East Head.  
At Itchenor, we had a choice of 
visitors’ moorings as the place was 
practically deserted. 

   The dinghy was brought on deck, 
but a thorough search failed to 
locate the pump.  A call was made 
to Bill Scatchard who said that Sara 

had put it on board.  There followed 
a heated exchange between Sara 
and Bill from which it became clear 
that neither of them had put the 
pump on board and we were thus 
dinghy-less.  This was dire, as we 
had a table booked for dinner at 
the Ship.  I managed to cadge a 
lift ashore from another boat which 
had moored nearby, and caught 
the harbour-master just before he 
went home.  He said that we could 
borrow a pump from his boat, but 
that there was no need as there 
was plenty of water alongside the 
pontoon, from which I took it that 
we had his implied permission 
to moor there overnight, despite 
the scary notice threatening a 
fee of £30 per hour (plus VAT) for 
overstaying the 20 minute limit.
We moved onto the pontoon, and 
were joined by Steve and Carol 
Corbett for a drink before we 
all adjourned to the Ship for an 
excellent dinner. 

   We made a fairly early start 
the following morning in case 
the harbour-master was feeling 
less benign, and crossed the bar 
at high water, giving us the full 
benefit of the ebb tide, which was 

necessary as there was again a 
distinct lack of wind.  We anchored 
in Osborne Bay and waited for 
a promised light easterly, which 
never materialised, so motored 
across to the Beaulieu River and 
up to Bucklers Hard, having just 
enough wind to ghost up the last 
reach of the river on the flood tide.  
We moored on a hammerhead, 
finished the gin, and had dinner at 
the pub.

   The following morning we 
motor-sailed down river on the 
ebb tide.  Again the wind deserted 
us, and although we were able to 
goosewing part of the way down 
Southampton Water, we had to 
resort to the engine in the end, 
mooring back at Shamrock Quay 
mid-afternoon.

   It was an excellent and enjoyable 
few days, despite the lack of 
decent sailing.  Bill will no doubt 
have been pleased because of the 
number of engine hours we logged 
to charge up the batteries.  I have 
added “Ensure foot pump on 
board” to my long list of pre-sailing 
checks.

copy and photo -  Clive Brown
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18-19 April,  

   I arrived at Shamrock Quay on 
Friday evening about 9.30 after 
a long drive from Derbyshire.  I 
introduced myself to find that they 
were not expecting me and that 
I had apparently got the wrong 
weekend!  After introductions 
and Rob and Adrian realising 
that this was the first time I had 
been sailing on SEA SCAMP, 
and probably the fact that I was 
introduced by Nick Bishop, who 
used to sail regularly with Rob and 
John they made me welcome and 
Adrian said he had bought enough 
supplies so I could stay.

   Friday night Andy showed me 
a tried and tested way of getting 
onto the top bunk in a sleeping 
bag, by getting into the sleeping 
bag first then bunny hopping on to 
the bottom bunk then up on to the 
top bunk, well that worked and I 
was soon asleep.

   Saturday we were up and after 
a cooked breakfast (well being a 
veggie I had cereal) we were soon 
chugging out of Shamrock Quay 
and out into the Solent.  Although 
sunny and bright the wind was 
gusting a 5/6 but we had a great 
day sailing.  John showed me 
what to do and got me involved 
at every opportunity, he is an 
excellent teacher, not only showing 
me what to do but also talking 
me through it and explaining 

everything as it happened.  We 
had lunch in a little bay by a 
disused power station.  Adrian 
was doing his exam to become a 
skipper so Rob had been putting 
him through his paces so he was 
at the helm.

   Then we had a call from 
OVERLORD who had moored over 
at the Isle of Wight to say they had 
a bit of a problem and as Rob was 
anxious to see them we went and 
moored up alongside them.  Nick 
who had once regularly sailed 
OVERLORD, had told me to go 
and look over her if I had a chance 
so I seized the moment, and 
she didn’t disappoint.  Leaving 
OVERLORD and crew, we sailed 
up to Yarmouth and moored up for 
the night, it was quite late when we 
got there and I for one was looking 
forward to a rest and something to 
eat.  But first things first sun over 
the yardarm so Alison got out the 
G&T, Absolutely just the thing, then 
up to the pub for dinner and of 
course another drink and a chat 
about the day.   Then back to SEA 
SCAMP and bunny hopping up to 
the top bunk my home for another 
night.

   Sunday the weather wasn’t so 
nice but plenty of wind, but not 
quite so strong as yesterday and 
I got a chance to helm this time, 
but as we were surrounded on 

three sides by hills, so the wind 
was swirled around a bit, so that 
was a challenge and this time Rob 
explaining to look at the tell tails, 
so I not only had to look at the 
sea, find the wind but I also had to 
make my brain think opposite (with 
the tiller)left to right and right to go 
left, well I am only used to driving 
a RIB on the sea and they have a 
wheel and throttle, but sailing is 
great especially when I was right 
over having caught a good gust 
of wind, John was in the galley 
cooking lunch.   After lunch we 
headed back to Shamrock Quay 
and home.  Everyone including me 
helped to sort out and clean her 
up and leave it ready for the next 
crew. 
 
   I have to say a very big thank 
you to everyone who allowed 
me to stay, especially to Adrian, 
John and Rob.  I did enjoy sailing 
on such a beautiful boat, they 
don’t make them like this and 
OVERLORD anymore, a lot from 
that period are long gone most 
beneath the waves, as a diver 
sadly I know only too well, but I 
have to say it gives me a bigger 
thrill to sail on something so 
beautiful, I cannot wait for the 
next time and would love the 
opportunity of sailing with you all 
again. Thanks to all of you.

Rob Anstey (S), John Salmon (M), Alison Dewar, Andy Hawthorn, Chris Lovegrove, Sallie McMullen, 
Adrian Gould 

copy - Sallie McMullen

25 - 26 April, OCC Spring Rally
Bill Scatchard (S), Guy Mullins (M), Flo Preux, Colette McLaughlin, Reine Gomis (P)

copy - Bill Scatchard.

   Enjoyable sail up Southampton 
Water and then back to Ocean 
Village to rendezvous with the 
other seven yachts participating in 
the inaugural OCC Spring Rally. 

   Good dinner at the Royal 
Southampton Yacht Club with the 
usual post dinner socialising.

  

   Sunday another sail up 
Southampton water and back to 
Shamrock Quay in the afternoon.
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Bill Scatchard (S), Guy Mullins (M), Flo Preux, Colette McLaughlin, Reine Gomis (P)

  

30-31 May, Avis de coup de vent force 8
Rob Stevenson(S), Nicky Twort(M), Sara Taffinder, Philippe Belot(P), Antoine Belot(P)
   Robert had long told me about 
“his” yacht. I knew he was a keen 
sailor, taking to the seas in any 
weather. So I did not know exactly 
what to expect when he invited me 
and my son Antoine (16) to sail SEA 
SCAMP over the week-end of 30-31 
May. Arriving by night at Shamrock 
Quay and discovering SEA SCAMP 
in the pale glow of a small light bulb 
did not do her justice.  The inside 
was hardly luxurious. I curled up on 
my berth and attempted to sleep. 

   The next morning was glorious. 
The bright sun made SEA SCAMP 
shine. She was really beautiful. But 
I remained a little skeptical: does 
she sail as well as she looks ?  My 
doubts were quickly dispelled by the 
crew. We could hardly be in safer 
hands. Beside our skipper (and - I 
was later to learn - Commodore) 
Robert Stevenson, Sara Taffinder 
and Nicky Twort were experienced 
sailors. May be after all we could 
cross the Solent safely on a wooden 
yacht.  We hoisted the sails and set 
off.

   We went across to Cowes and 
dropped anchor in a cove nearby 
to picnic, then left again and made 
our way to Yarmouth in a nice 

breeze, and even some sunshine. 
We would have reached destination 
much earlier, had we not constantly 
changed direction, whereas the 
opposite traffic was sailing plainly 
and straightforwardly. At least it gave 
me time to learn some vocabulary. 
Why so many parts and so many 
names in a yacht ?

   Yarmouth was expecting us, the 
“Old Gaffers” had assembled for 
their 2015 festival. It seemed to 
me that SEA SCAMP belonged 
to that crowd, however there was 
no room in the harbour, forcing us 
to dock at a buoy outside. Robert 
cooked dinner for us. He modestly 
suggested that the delicious taste 
was down to us having spent a day 
at sea and enjoying the unexpected 
luxury of a warm meal.

   Why did the boat shake up so 
much that night ?  Was it the (few) 
drinks we had the previous evening 
? Unfortunately my apprehensions 
were confirmed when listening to 
the weather forecast in the morning. 
“Gale force 8” it said. Then followed 
a long list of strange names. Robert 
looked preoccupied. I was a little 
apprehensive. The crew braced 
themselves and put on the little jib 

No2 as our only sail. SEA SCAMP 
seemed as eager as I was to reach 
Southampton, sailing at up to nine 
knots in these unruly winds and 
waves.  

   And we made it !  The arrival 
on the Itchen river took place in 
more clement conditions than our 
departure from Yarmouth. The only 
trouble was these huge merchant 
ships towering over us, making 
navigation more challenging. We 
zigzagged among them, which 
proved to be even more impressive 
than surfing the stormy waves. 

   Among the many things I have 
learnt during this voyage, is the 
meaning of “scamp”.  It was 
definitely not deserved at this 
occasion by this beautiful and 
valiant yacht.  Antoine was delighted 
by his first sailing experience and 
liked the rough weather more than 
the (nearly) calm seas of the day 
before. Teenagers are difficult to 
understand, sometimes ...  A big 
“merci” to SEA SCAMP, to Robert 
and to the crew for this unforgettable 
experience. And - - who knows - 
may be “à bientôt” ?

photos and copy -  Philippe BELOT
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31 May - 6 June, Delivery trip SQ to Falmouth
John Salmon(S), Ian Baines(M), Sara Taffinder, Eamonn Healy (OCC) Jon Hart (P)

   Our mission (should we wish 
to accept it) was to deliver SEA 
SCAMP against the prevailing 
winds to Falmouth, over 200 miles 
from Shamrock Quay (SQ).  A 
modest tally you may think but this 
is the English Channel in June and 
anything can happen.  Which it did 
in more ways than one!

   We slipped moorings from SQ 
on Sunday evening, each of us 
having stocked up on our food 
lists on our journeys down.  Sara 
joined us when SEA SCAMP 
returned from her weekend.  The 
idea was to night sail to Weymouth 
to get some miles covered and 
be able to spend time in the West 
Country rather than the Solent.  We 
knew there was a weather system 
coming our way too.  In the end 
we reached Yarmouth and decided 
we’d had enough fun for the day, 
so we moored outside the harbour 
entrance.  The next window for the 
Needles was Monday afternoon, 
the same time as the weather was 

going to hit, so we decided to head 
into Yarmouth and wait.  It duly 
arrived on time and we decided 
to stay in Yarmouth for the night, 
retiring to a pub for dinner.  

   On Tuesday there was no respite 
in the storm so it was more or 
less decided to stay another 
night in Yarmouth.  Time was 
spent exploring the island and 
it was agreed that it was not a 
bad place to spend a few days!  
Home cooked chicken tikka was 
served up for dinner after which 
we pondered our next move.  We 
needed to start covering ground, 
so it would need a long passage 
to get us into Devon or Cornwall 
using the Needles window the next 
morning.

   The sea was still a bit lumpy 
when we reached the Needles 
on Wednesday.  However 
conditions became more settled 
by the afternoon and it became 
an enjoyable evening sail before 

the wind died later.  The change 
in tide meant we were seemingly 
off Portland Bill forever but by 
morning we were off Salcombe.  
At this time we were greeted by a 
pod of dolphins sailing with us at 
the bow, an absolute joy to watch 
which really raised the spirits.  
Now we had a choice – sail into 
Salcombe to rest or carry on further 
to Fowey.  We chose the latter and 
what a choice we made!  It was a 
glorious sail along the coast in near 
perfect conditions as we arrived in 
Fowey by late afternoon.  Showers 
followed by a drink in the sailing 
club made us feel human again, 
before we ate a lovely meal at a 
seafood restaurant.

   On Friday we departed Fowey for 
our final leg to Falmouth.  When we 
arrived we met a crew that had just 
sailed across the Atlantic from the 
Caribbean!  Suddenly our 200-mile 
hop fell into perspective.  Overall 
a great week sailing with excellent 
company to boot.

copy -  Ian Baines
photo - Jon Hart
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   Three experts – Sailor-ship of 
Mike and Adrian – experiences 
of one hundred and seven sails – 
useful tips – cure for sea sickness 
for the inexperienced. We agree 
that we all have mundane jobs 
and need rest – a week on the 
SEA SCAMP?  Mike suggests The 
Isles of Scilly – Adrian seconds the 
view – Original motion carried by 
majority. 

   There were four of us. Mike, 
Adrian, John and the lady… 
myself of course. And lady I was 
with nothing much to do than 
blowing the foghorns. Well, that’s 
not entirely true. 

   The day started with a sail from 
Falmouth in late afternoon after 
a good meal. It was going to 
be a night’s sail so we planned 
well with 2/2 on duty. It started 
with all four of us though as we 
were excited to get across the 
tidal gate before it was fastened 
tight keeping both the sea and 
us captive until the next tide. 
The wind was slow. Tingling of 
apprehension crept upon us… 
We held our breath imagining 
even the slightest appropriation 
of air into our lungs might delay 
us that little too much. The dim 
glow from the far lighthouse 
grew brighter and brighter and 
we crossed. At last we felt the 
sweeping waters up to our face 
along with the moonlight peeping 
behind the clouds. Fleeing the 
gates apprehension was thrown 
overboard and at last our heart set 
sails with the boat. The romance 
of the moonlit open seas and the 

thought of the beautiful Isles of 
Scilly put all the wallows of the 
world far back behind. But then…
these gigantic tankers craftily crept 
out of the coal black dark, rolling 
upon us tossing and tumbling with 
their wash. But little did they know 
about our shrewd skipper and his 
cunning first mate. They tacked 
and jibed and flew us to the Isles 
of Scilly even on the longest night
With the rising sun on our backs 
we greeted St Mary’s, our first 
destination. A long journey’s 
end added with promises of 
fresh water on our salty skins. 
Dreams that were so near were 
pushed back by the technicality 
of navigating the dinghy through 
the reeded and weeded waters 
leading to the shore. But gods 
were with us and so was John! A 
skilful messenger to the shores 
as Hermes himself! He called 
upon Zeus and commanded the 
outboard to operation scything 
every weed and reed out of the 
way. 

   The excitement of a night at 
sea and landing and shores 
unknown, coupled with the fine 
offerings of Adrian, switching his 
officer’s uniform for a chef’s hat, 
sustained our party through the 
day. Thoughts of shores turned 
into thoughts of showers, sea salt 
and sweat alike swept away. 
St. Martin and St. Agnes made 
a saintly acquaintance, lending 
ambiance, ice cream and, in 
exception to the regulars of the 
profession, a heavenly serving of 
pimms. The correct preparation 
of the said drink requires the 

perfect balance of fruits, liquor 
and lemonade. While this balance 
was struck in the refreshment 
department this came at a cost 
in the area of transportation. An 
unfortunate embarkation of this 
author resulted in an unplanned 
disembarkation of the otherwise 
fleet footed pilot of the dinghy. 
Fear none but the wrath of the 
gods.

Bodies dried, humour more so, 
calamities overnight turned by 
the morning’s warm rays once 
more to joys. Moments snatched 
to recline in a sculpted chair with 
the shape of a crab pinched 
more the memories of a long left 
behind known now as simply as 
‘the mainland’ (Island to an Indian 
anyway though). Edging sideways 
into the mind the thoughts of not 
just lands but family and friends 
girded the spirit to embark back 
on the journey to Falmouth.
An outward journey taken in the 
dark becomes an inward journey 
wrapped in fog. Perilous it was, 
though tankers and tugs alike 
were warned, notified to the 
dangers, and threats averted 
thanks to judicious blowing of 
the foghorn. Horn expended, 
replaced with a welcoming music 
of Falmouth festival. Welcoming 
helloes and waving goodbyes saw 
us all disband, upon trains we 
parted, rails reaching forward to 
home and tracks behind leading 
us back to our memories of a 
well spent week; wave and wind 
bound, beach and breakers, 
summer of the Scillies.

6 - 13 June, Three Men in a Boat (to say nothing of the Lady)
Mike Sharples(S), Adrian Gould(M), John Adams, Anupama Roy (P)

copy -  Anupama Roy
Photos overleaf - Mike Sharples & Ed
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4 - 10 July, Another SEA SCAMP milestone 
Bill Robson (S), John Cox (M), Sara Taffinder, Matthew Robson, Jac Taffinder(P)

  John and Sara were waiting at 
Queen Ann Battery in Plymouth, 
having been on the previous leg, 
when Bill and Matthew travelled 
down on U.S. Independence Day. 
Graham and Jill Macey stayed for 
a cheerful Saturday night supper in 
the Marina Restaurant before driving 
back home to Axminster. Jac arrived 
1330 on the Sunday, having had a 
long trek which started in Germany. 
We then set out to cross Plymouth 
Sound and anchor in Cawsand Bay 
which is just north of Penlee Point. It 
was only 4.5 nm across but a lively 
SW wind and lumpy sea gave us 
a challenging sail under main only 
before we reached calm water just 
after 1800 hours. 

  On Monday we allowed our 
tranquil night , early morning tea and 
breakfast to last until 1000 hours 
then hoisted main plus 3 reefs and 
the No.2, being unsure what wind 
awaited us when we left the lee of 
Rame Head. There were no sailing 
vessels in sight for us to guess at 
wind strength! We headed for the 
Salcombe River entrance some 
18 miles across Bigbury Bay and 
arrived just before LW (0.8 metres) 
at 1500 and opted not to cross 
the Salcombe Bar but to anchor 
in Starehole Bay (just to seaward), 
until there was about 2 metres rise 
to give us a safer passage. We 
were directed to Buoy 223 at the 
northern end of “The Bag” and tied 
up at 1755 on a sunny evening with 
a SSW4 blowing. From nowhere 
Sara produced a bottle of Pink 
and Bubbly and we celebrated 
some good university exam results 
(Matthew’s Finals and Jac’s Fresher 
Year).  A water taxi then took us 
ashore where we failed to get a 
table at Fortescue (recommended 
by our water-taxi lad, who came 
from Southampton) but fetched 
up at the King’s Arms and were 
well fed and watered. Back on 
223 away from town and the noisy 
brigade who had been close to our 
buoy earlier in the evening we slept 
peacefully, hardly registering the 180 
degree change of direction at LW..

  On Tuesday we slipped  just 
before HW and sailed the short 
distance to the entrance to 
Frogmore Creek from which we 
suddenly saw approaching large 
numbers of dinghies resembling a 
swarm of mosquitoes;  we gybed 
and proceeded downstream while 
there was still room to turn. There 
followed a slow sail downstream 
in a very light wind with the 
“mosquitoes” soon catching us 
and it was clear some thought 
that simply shouting “we are 
racing” gave them exemption 
from the IRPCS.  Late afternoon 
after a brisk sail with a lumpy 
sea on our quarter we were at 
our Dartmouth waypoint trying to 
establish which buoy was which 
in the leaden light of low rain 
clouds. We handed the sails in 
the lee of Blackstone Point and 
then called up Darthaven Marina 
(who had said “no bookings in 
advance, just turn up”). They 
replied,” sorry we are full”. Next 
we tried to get Dart Marina. No 
answer. All the blue visitor buoys 
and blue flagged pontoons were 
occupied. But Sara, alternating 
between VHF and phone was 
tenacious and eventually was able 
to get an invitation to proceed to 
Kingswear Marina at The Noss 
Shipyard two miles upstream 
to lie alongside AQUAMARINE. 
Before even having spotted said 
vessel we were approached by 
two men and a dog in a dory and 
guided to a spot next to the shore 
to tie up to a boat called KOLCHI 
( a name which Homer would 
have recognised). KOLCHI is an 
enormous wooden gaff rigged 
cutter with retracting bow sprit. 
The small helming cockpit is so 
deep there are steps down into it 
and the helmsman’s shoulders are 
at deck level. The wheel is behind 
him. We thought we were in the 
back of beyond but a short walk 
across various obstacles took us 
to some outstandingly first class 
facilities. No pub or restaurant in 
sight though. Quiet and peaceful 
overnight; in the morning across 
the river was a full rainbow along 
the ridge of high ground. The 

barometer had dropped from 
1004mb to 997mb overnight and 
there were puddles everywhere. 
We paid £46.71 fees for our 
one night yet later discovered 
that in fact the payees were “in 
administration”. No comment!  But 
at Salcombe we had forked out 
£44.05 including the water taxis. 

  Wednesday, It was 1100 before 
we set out downriver and turned 
east towards Berry Head, then 
rounded Thatcher Rock to drop 
anchor in Anstey’s Cove just 
south of Long Quarry Point. The 
barometer now showed 1002mb; 
the wind had veered to NW. 
Swimming, fishing and a dinghy 
trip to shore kept us happy and 
busy until suppertime.

  No swell during the night so 
a very peaceful sojourn and 
suddenly it was Thursday morning. 
Squeals of delight when a pod 
of dolphins frolicked nearby. 
Then we had a quick look at 
Babbacombe Bay with its funicular 
(Babbacombe Cliff Railway to 
Oddicombe beach) and headed 
for the West shore of Torbay 
precisely on Latitude 50 degrees 
25 minutes North to anchor for 
lunch off Goodrington. We could 
not resist a brief brisk sail before 
entering Brixham Marina to fuel, 
water, and have supper in the Blue 
Anchor. 

  Friday was handover day so we 
spent the morning on chores and 
trying to find out what trains were 
running from Paignton to London 
in the confused aftermath of 
FGW’s industrial action day.  
So what was the SEA SCAMP 
milestone? Well, in 1992 Jac’s 
late father sailed on SEA SCAMP; 
in 1993 he sailed on her again 
this time introducing his mother 
to the boat; and 2015 Jac was 
on his maiden voyage with his 
grandmother.

copy - Bill Robson  
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11 - 18 July, Classic Channel Regatta
Bill Scatchard (S), Adrian Gould (M), Jill Campion, Martin Golden, Nigel Harvey

   Friday 10th July – Epic journeys 
from Cumbria, Brighton, Henley 
and London, not thanks to 1st 
Great Western strike, miraculously 
all the crew arrived at Brixham 
Marina within 10 minutes of each 
other. Skipper and Scribe bussed 
to and from Kingswear to attend 
Regatta Briefing at the Royal Dart 
Yacht Club whilst rest of crew 
victualled.  Excellent fresh fish 
dinner at The Poopdeck, Brixham.

   Saturday 11th July – A short 
motor sail round Berry Head to 
Dart Bay to practise tacking, 
running back stays and starts 
before the 12 am start of Race 
1, three times round a short 
triangular course, we managed to 
start with the rest of Class 2 and 
after some initial jostling settled 
down to a 1 to 1 contest with 
PHIZZ, somewhat mysteriously 
towards the back of our class. But 
with a lovely F4, blue skies and 
sea full of beautiful sails it did not 
matter. Our tacking and gybing 
improved but not enough to beat 
PHIZZ who chose to go it alone 
out to sea, a tack that paid off by 
rounding the penultimate mark 
three lengths ahead.   An evening 
of glorious sunshine rafted up on a 
pontoon in the middle of the river 
Dart, SEA SCAMP looked her part 
dressed overall.  Crew Dinner in 
the Old Market Square serenaded 
by music followed by a relatively 
early night catching the last free 
water taxi at 11 pm.
 
  Sunday 12th July – A cloudy 
day but blowing an F 4 /5 as we 
set off to the 10.30 start of a 10 
mile triangular race. Quite a good 
start, despite not having received 
the course instructions and over 
the line only 1 minute late. Close 
hauled to the 1st mark jostling 
again with PHIZZ and LEOPARD 
of FALMOUTH, a good position 
round the mark following a local 
yacht that clearly had inside 
knowledge and was way ahead. A 
dead run after the second mark, 
goose winged to the finish ahead 
of our usual rivals, second over 

the line.    Back in harbour just four 
hours after leaving but we were 
pretty damp as was the weather 
so we retreated to the RDYC bar to 
watch the end of the Wimbledon 
final. Hopeful we had come 2nd or 
3rd we stayed for the Prize Giving 
and were somewhat surprised to 
discover we had won our class at 
the Sat/Sun Dartmouth Classics.  
We did not bother to ask how or 
why thinking it easier to accept the 
ceramic decanter of Pusser’s rum 
gracefully. We gave PHIZZ’s crew 
our commiserations.     
RACE 1 – corrected times - 3rd, 
RACE 2 – 1st 
Over all at Dartmouth – 1st
We decided to forgo the sausage 

barbeque on the lovely but damp 
and chilly RDYC terrace in favour 
of a good pint at a local pub with 
local music followed by (what else) 
fish and chips.
 
   Monday 13th July – The weather 
forecast for the Channel crossing 
to Paimpol caused the race 
committee some concern. At a 
lengthy briefing they announced 
an earlier start time for the faster 
yachts (Class 1&3) and a later, 
5pm start for the slower (Class 2 
& 4) yachts with a shorter 50 mile 
course – the finish being 20 miles 
north of the Brittany coast. They 
expected the forecast F7 to have 
moderated by 5pm.   Adrian timed 
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Bill Scatchard (S), Adrian Gould (M), Jill Campion, Martin Golden, Nigel Harvey

the start to perfection and we led 
our class over the line but were 
quickly overtaken by LEOPARD, 
longer with more sails, we slowly 
but steadily pulled away from 
PHIZZ with a Westerly 4 gusting 5 
with 1.5 – 2 m swell on our quarter. 
SEA SCAMP ploughed through 
the water averaging 6.5 knots for 
most of the race.   The swell took 
its toll with one man soon down 
and after 6 hours Bill was valiantly 
continuing to skipper and navigate 
while clearly under the weather. 
Nigel helmed for more than 6 
hours, keeping us glued to our 
south-easterly course.  We were 
kept awake by a few container 
ships, one trawler and just before 
dawn a fellow yacht.  We crossed 
our finish line 20 miles from Nord 
Houraine NCM at 03 35.54, a 
fast crossing hopeful that we 
were second behind LEOPARD 
(uncorrected time). We then made 
for the anchorage in the lee of 
the Ile de Brehat (passing east 
of Roche Douvres and Barnoui) 
mainly under motor as the wind 
had died away.  

   Tuesday 14th July - We anchored 
at 10am (BST), after bacon & 
eggs, tea and coffee everyone 
perked up and started to clean 
and tidy below, dressing overall 
again so that we would look the 

part as No 2 in the procession of 
yachts into Paimpol harbour in 
the early evening.  After a slow 
motor down the Chenal de Denou 
and up the Anse de Paimpol we 
approached the Paimpol lock.  
What a welcome.   We were 
applauded by hundreds of people 
lining the quays like round the 
world heros, rather than mere 
Manche crossees.  After a very 
tight turn we moored in pride of 
place on the pontoon under the 
centre of town quay.  Our special 
SEA SCAMP information poster 
(in French) was fixed to the mast. 
After a good shower we had a 
welcome dinner in a quayside 
brasserie.  The magnificent 14th 
July firework display was followed 
by the bal dansant to a live band 
playing hits catering for all tastes 
surprisingly well.  All in all a 
fantastic Bastille Day welcome.

   Wednesday 15th July - A day 
off !  Fresh croissants and pain 
au chocolat for breakfast followed 
by a quick tidy up and then the 
crew were at leisure to explore 
Paimpol and the surrounding 
coast.  Bill & Jill hosted the “OPEN 
BOAT” session in the afternoon, 
visitors included a journalist from 
newspaper OUEST FRANCE 
who was writing an article on 
the history of SEA SCAMP, why 

people love sailing her and how 
the club maintains and preserves 
her, another was a former RN 
apprentice at HMS Fisguard who 
sailed her on the 1963 Plymouth 
– Brest Race, a local Frenchman 
interested in the German history 
and a variety of crew from other 
French and British regatta yachts. 
A splendid open air fare on the 
quay including interpretations of 
traditional Brittany music, delicious 
fish nibbles and kir wine and 
cider “a volante”.   At the prize 
giving we discovered we were 
second in Class 2 being beaten 
by LEOPARD by 29 seconds 
corrected time – if we had only 
known during the race !  The Crew 
Dinner at the Salle des Fetes with 
50s/60s style chanson music and 
more free-flowing wine.    A jolly 
time was held by all.

   Thursday 16th July – at 0615 
an excellent breakfast and picnic 
lunch pack was collected and 
we were through the lock at 0750 
proceeding to the start of the 
“Round Brehat Race”. The light 
NE2 caused a change in the 
course to along the south coast of 
Ile de Brehat and half way up the 
west coast along the Trieux River 
– as anticipated SEA SCAMP was 
slow in the light airs - final result 
8th out of 11 starters.   Back to the 
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copy -Jill Campion   

Rade de Brehat  for lunch followed 
by the “Danse des Classiques”, 
broad reaching around a mile long 
oblong course with the committee 
boat in the middle judging us on our 
sailing , manoeuvring and fancy dress 
skills – our smiles and waves were 
no competition for an opera singer, 
ballet dancer, piper and numerous 
sets of co-ordinated kit other boats 
produced out of their hatches. Another 
ordered parade of sail back to our 
berth at Paimpol and a lovely dinner 
at Le Balthazar – a cosy back street 
bistro.    The organisers and the mayor 
of Paimpol had done a great job 
promoting the regatta to the locals, 
with cheering crowds lining the quays 
on both evenings, well organised prize 
giving on a stage and full coverage in 
Brittany’s newspaper “Ouest France” 
- Sea Scamp’s article on Friday 17th.  
The harbour master had organised 
the moorings extremely well and 
managed to get the 70 yachts through 
the “free flow” period in about 40 
minutes each day.

   Friday 17th July – another early start 
through the lock at high water – but 
time to buy copies of Ouest France 
and breakfast croissants. In our 
attempt to get clear air at the crowded 

start we were three minutes late 
over the line at the 0930 start, after a 
short beat to the first mark we were 
alongside PHIZZ.  The short run to the 
next mark was complicated by strong 
tides and spinnaker problems but a 
quick drop and rehoist soon sorted 
this out and we were on course for 
Guernsey 40 miles away – spinnaker 
all the way though at times it was 
collapsing a lot due to the light winds 
which then picked up again.  The wind 
dropped away as we approached 
Guernsey but the tide turned in our 
favour pushing us past St Martin’s 
Point and on the finish off Castle 
Cornet at 1901 FST – 45 miles in.9 ½ 
hours. Having overtaken a number of 
yachts we were confident of having 
done well in our class, well ahead of 
PHIZZ and no sighting of LEOPARD 
all day.  Ten minutes after rafting up in 
St Peter Port, a head appeared over 
the hatch and asked to speak to the 
skipper “Was I aware that SEA SCAMP 
passed Mem March buoy to starboard 
instead of to port ?”  He had tried to 
contact me by VHF “To give me the 
opportunity to correct the situation “ 
Whilst sorting out the spinnaker we 
had missed the buoy !  Reluctantly we 
had to retire from the race.

   Saturday 18th July – as there was 
a flat calm the Round Sark Race was 
cancelled. Crew went to Sark by ferry, 
cycled round Guernsey and did jobs 
on board.  That evening a splendid 
drink reception and prize giving at 
the South Battery, Castle Cornet 
was followed by fish and chips and 
dancing to the artistes of Ukaladeez 
at the Guernsey Yacht Club wrapped 
up a week of fantastic sailing and 
excellent company. 

83 yachts in regatta, 19 in class,
 
SEA SCAMP in Class 2 (3rd highest 
YCC rating of 19)
                                              
PHIZZ  - 1952 Classic Ocean Racer, 
Fred Parker Design, Newmans built.     
12.1 metres  
                                                    
LEOPARD of FALMOUTH  - 1959 
Morgan Giles 43s,  formerly sailed at 
BRNC, 13.1 metres 

Final overall regatta result Class 2       
LEOPARD of FALMOUTH  -  1st.     
PHIZZ  -  5th           
SEA SCAMP  -  7th
 

Photo - Viviane RIBEYRON 
(See next trip report opposite)
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19-25 July, From France to the Channel Islands and Vice Versa 

  One week sailing zigzag between the coasts of France 
and the Channel Islands. And not on an ordinary boat, 
but on SEA SCAMP, nearly 80 years old and a dazzling 
form. A French among English people, not a first time but 
always a challenge. In terms of navigation first : if Bretons 
are said to be masters in this domain, English are well-
known for being artists in the subject. Of vocabulary too 
: the language of the world of sailing is sizeable enough 
in a same country, so, abroad . . . Of adaptation finally, 
about cookery particularly . . . Broad subject . . . :-)
End of the suspense : everything went perfectly well, no 
war on board, neither mutiny, no reason for that. We ate 
well : not talking about the waking up, where it was for 
me impossible to drink tea on an empty stomach, neither 
really beginning the day without something sweet under 
my teeth, the restaurants were good, Adrian’s cooking 
tasty and Bill’s cocktails inventive. I nevertheless had a 
short moment of loneliness when I saw the “pain perdu” 
I cooked for breakfast being eaten by the crew – but me, 
of course – without even a pinch of sugar . . . 

My vocabulary, basic at the beginning, became greatly 
enriched, thanks to Bill and Adrian’s patience, and 
thanks to Chris’s help. Finally, I wonder if now I don’t 
know more of English nautical terms than French ones 
. . . No, I’m joking. But Chris and I had had lessons 
and practical exercises – although Chris peremptorily 
– lamentably - refused to jump in the sea to make the 
exercise of “man over board” more realistic. In fact, thank 
you to the three of you : I learned a lot. SEA SCAMP is 
very pleasant to steer and seems easy to manoeuvre. On 
a gently formed sea, with a good wind, I steered at 7.5 
knot, and I was pretty proud. 
And more, being excepted St Helier harbor, a bit too 
urban, and the arrival on Flamanville, a bit too gloomy, 
the coasts are really beautiful, either the cliffs of Jersey, 
falling in the sea like curtains of green velvet, or the 
charming little harbors of Diélette, Carteret or Braye. 
We missed what have been described to us as a “little 
paradise”, les Ecréhous, but this precise day, the weather 
forecast was too changeable (from bright sun to rain 
squalls), and the area is dangerous, studded with rocks. 
Besides, the name of the localities of these English 
coasts are very eloquent . . . for French . . . For example, 
arriving to Aurigny – no, sorry, Alderney – you’ll pass the 
“Noires putes” (sic). I let the French speaker appreciate 
;-). But Alderney’s gardens testify by their beauty that we 
are really on an English land. And, in a field dominating 
the sea, I saw there few passes of cricket before going 
relating the fact to the crew around a glass in the local 
pub :-)

PS – “Pain perdu” recipe : take stale bread and cut it in 
slices. Beat together eggs and milk, and drench bread 
in this mixture. Put butter in a frying pan and heat it. Put 
each soaked slice in the pan and have them brown on 
both side. Serve warm generously sprinkled with sugar (it 
is much much better WITH the sugar :-). Great success 
with children. But not only . . . :-))

De la terre de France vers les Terres Anglaises et vice versa
  une semaine de voile en zig-zag entre les côtes françaises 
et les Anglo-Normandes. Et pas sur un quelconque bateau, 
mais sur SEA SCAMP, ses bientôt 80 ans et une forme 
éblouissante. Une Française parmi des Anglais, pas une 
première mais toujours un challenge. En terme de navigation 
d’abord : même si les Bretons sont des maîtres en la 
matière, les Anglais sont réputés y être des artistes. De 
vocabulaire ensuite : le langage du monde de la voile est 
déjà conséquent pour un même pays, alors à l’étranger . . . 
D’adaptation enfin, notamment culinaire . . .  Vaste sujet . . . :-)
Supprimons le suspens : tout s’est très bien passé, pas de 
guerre à bord ni de mutinerie, aucune raison pour ça. Nous 
avons bien mangé : passée l’heure du réveil où il ne m’a 
jamais été possible de boire du thé à jeun, non plus que 
de vraiment commencer la journée sans manger quelque 
chose de sucré, les restaurants étaient bons et la cuisine 
d’Adrian savoureuse. J’ai eu néanmoins un petit moment 
de solitude quand, ayant préparé du pain perdu pour le petit 
déjeuner, j’ai été la seule de l’équipage à y mettre du sucre . 
. . 
Mon vocabulaire, sommaire au départ, s’est largement 
enrichi, grâce à la patience de Bill et d’Adrian, et à l’aide de 
Chris. Au fond, je me demande si je n’en sais pas davantage 
aujourd’hui en terme de marine exprimés en anglais qu’en 
français . . . Non, je plaisante. Mais Chris et moi avons eu 
des cours et même des exercices pratiques - bien que Chris 
ai péremptoirement – lamentablement - refusé de se jeter 
à l’eau pour rendre plus crédible l’exercice de “l’homme 
à la mer”. En fait, merci à vous trois, j’ai appris beaucoup. 
SEA SCAMP est très agréable à barrer et semble facile à 
manœuvrer. Sur petite mer, avec un bon vent, j’ai barré à plus 
de 7,5 nœuds et je n’en étais pas peu fière. 
Et puis, si l’on excepte le port de St Hélier, un peu trop urbain, 
et l’arrivée sur Flamanville, un peu trop sinistre, les côtes 
sont vraiment belles que ce soient les falaises de Jersey qui 
tombent en mer en rideau de velours vert, ou les charmants 
petits ports comme Diélette, Carteret ou Braye Harbor. 
Nous avons raté ce qu’on nous annonçait comme un “petit 
paradis”, j’ai nommé les Ecréhous mais la météo ce jours 
là était trop changeante (de grand beau à grain violent), et 
les parages sont dangereux, hérissés de cailloux. Les noms 
des lieux-dits de ces côtes anglaises sont d’ailleurs très 
parlants . . . pour des Français . . . Pour l’exemple, en arrivant 
sur Aurigny - pardon, Alderney, il faut croiser au larges des 
“Noires putes” (sic). Les francophones apprécieront ;-) Mais 
bon, les jardins d’Alderney témoignent par leur beauté que 
nous sommes bien là en terre anglaise. Et, dans un champ 
surplombant la mer, j’y ai assisté à quelques passes de 
cricket avant d’aller raconter ça à l’équipage autour d’un 
verre au pub du coin :-)

PS - Recette du pain perdu : prendre du pain rassis, le 
couper en tranches autant de possible. Battre ensemble 
des œufs et du lait, et faire tremper le pain dans ce mélange. 
Mettre du beurre dans une poêle et la faire chauffer. Mettre 
chaque tranche dans la poêle et les faire dorer recto-verso. 
Servir chaud, largement saupoudré de sucre (c’est bien bien 
meilleur AVEC le sucre :-). Gros succès auprès des enfants. 
Mais pas que . . . :-))

Bill Scatchard (S), Adrian Gould (M), Chris Lovegrove, Viviane RIBEYRON

copy - Viviane  RIBEYRON  
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25 July - 1 August  cruising in the Channel Island’s Waters
Mike Sharples (S), Adrian Gould (M), Terry Secretan

   I flew to Jersey on Saturday 25th 
July 2015 and took the high speed 
ferry to Guernsey to join Adrian 
and Mike aboard SEA SCAMP in 
St Peter Port for a week’s cruise.

   The forecast was not good for 
the first few days and we didn't 
fancy being holed up on our 
pontoon in the outer harbour, 
with an uncomfortable swell. The 
weather that evening was fair 
with light Westerly winds and a 
favourable tide, so we decided 
instead to sail to Jersey and arrive 
after dark about 2200hrs.  The 
approach buoys are well lit and 
the only issue was identifying 
the leading marks against the 
background of St Helier's many 
shore lights.

   We used the very sheltered 
waiting pontoon as Adrian's last 
experience of manoeuvring SEA 
SCAMP in the strong currents 
inside the marina ended with 
being pinned against some large 
motor yacht's bows.  He rustled 
up a great veggie pasta dish and 
we retired after a few glasses for a 
quiet night.

   Sunday dawned anything but 
quiet, with torrential rain and 
force 7 to 8 winds. We ventured 
ashore to the very interesting and 
hands-on maritime museum and 
the nearby Occupation Tapestry 
exhibit. This tells the story of the 
German occupation of the Islands 
in WW2 and the Islanders’ struggle 
to survive. I found it very moving.  
Dinner was at an excellent Indian 
Restaurant in St Helier after a 
stormy walk in full oilskins. Back 
aboard we slept well despite the 
weather and a few drips.

Next day it less rainy but still 
blowing hard, so we went on a 
vintage bus tour to the Jersey War 
Tunnels, a huge German hospital 
underneath a hill. This was 
excavated by hand and explosives 
by slave labourers from all over 
occupied Europe and many died 
in the terrible conditions with little 
food. Some tunnels are unfinished 

and they have recreated the 
mining activity using sound, light 
and explosions, which made it 
very chilling and real.

  Again, this was an emotional 
visit but the range of exhibits, 
weapons, maps and mementos of 
the war was impressive and well 
worth seeing. 
 
  Returning to the pontoon, we 
helped a Dutch skipper start 
his engine. After some hours 
fault finding it turned out he had 
mistaken the fuel filler for the 
water filler and put several gallons 
of water into his tank! Lots of 
pumping and 2 new fuel filters 
sorted it out.

  Happy to help and got a bottle of 
wine as thanks.
Dinner was at an Italian restaurant 
in St Helier followed by another 
stormy night aboard.

After two days of “cabin fever”, 
Tuesday looked OK to set sail. We 
refuelled with cheap tax free diesel 
and sailed fast in a F5/6 and 
sunshine with 2 reefs and the No.1 
jib along the rocky South coast 
of Jersey,. Turning downwind, we 
took the narrow but well marked 
passage North through the 
rocks of the East Coast and then 
headed North East for Carteret 
on the French mainland. This is a 
drying port and only accessible 
for a few hours around High 
Water so the approach in a strong 
onshore wind across the shallows 
was interesting!  Once over the 
Marina sill, we moored and went 
straight to the club bar for a 
few well deserved beers before 
walking into the village for a meal 
of sauerkraut and seafood, which 
sounds strange but was really 
nice.
  French marinas are good. Very 
helpful staff and half English 
prices.

Next day we had to wait until early 
afternoon for the tide to flood into 
the harbour, so walked a mile 
or so to the beach where Mike 

had discovered a little beach 
cafe tucked under the cliffs. The 
seafood lunch eaten al fresco, 
was just amazing.  Walking back, 
the harbour was still worryingly 
dry only a couple of hours before 
high water, but the tide soon 
flooded in with a vengeance and 
we motored over the sill and out to 
sea.  It was rough as we motored 
into the wind to clear the shallows 
but when we raised sail and bore 
away we had a fast exciting sail 
on the wind along the coast. We 
wanted to reach Alderney but in 
the rough seas, it was clear that 
we could not sail that close to 
the wind and tacking would have 
got us there too late to avoid the 
strong foul tide as it turned, so 
we decided to go into Dielette 
on the French coast instead. Off 
the harbour entrance it was very 
rough and we pitched heavily but 
managed to lower sail and entered 
safely to berth in the inner marina.  
A quick drink at the harbour bar 
was followed by Adrian's excellent 
Pasta.

We decided to head for Sark the 
next day as wind and tide were 
fair. A quieter sail ended with 
anchoring close to the beach in 
tiny Dixcart Bay under the cliffs.  
We blew up the dinghy and went 
ashore getting a bit wet in the surf 
and scaled the footpath up to 
the village. No cars but plenty of 
tractors used as transport. Mike 
hiked the whole island taking in 
the “window in the rock” and other 
beautiful vistas while Adrian and 
I had a few beers. We ate at the 
recommended Stocks Hotel but 
were disappointed with the poor 
service, high prices and average 
food. The walk back down to the 
bay was scenic and interesting 
though with many opportunities to 
get lost.
The light wind was offshore which 
should have meant a quiet night. 
But SEA SCAMP decided to roll 
and roll in the gentle swell. We 
ended up tying a strong weighted 
bucket to the boom and hauling 
it out to port so the bucket hung 
below the surface. This worked 
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Mike Sharples (S), Adrian Gould (M), Terry Secretan

copy - Terry Secretan.

surprisingly well to damp the 
motion and we slept well.
Next day was our last sail so we 
motored out through the rocks 
and then against a strong tide 
for an hour. Then it was sails up 
and we progressed slowly in light 
winds as the tide slackened then 
turned in our favour. We soon had 
to motorsail to stay on schedule 
though and tied up on the outer 
pontoon of St Peter Port around 

lunchtime. The afternoon was 
spent cleaning and preparing 
SEA SCAMP for the new crew 
as we had to leave early the next 
morning for our flights home. 
We were rafted up alongside an 
old Gaffer about our length and 
vintage but much less sleek than 
SEA SCAMP and exchanged 
seafaring yarns with her crew.  
Dinner was in the harbour side 
Bistro with excellent seafood.

Despite the weather, we had a 
great time on this cruise. I learned 
that the main issue when sailing 
the Channel Islands is the strength 
and huge range of the tides, which 
is crucial when passage planning. 
The Island scenery is beautiful 
when the rain stops, and the food 
is wonderful!

1 - 8 August - Channel Islands, 

   On our arrival on the Saturday 
afternoon, St Peter Port, with 
its excellent covered market for 
victualling and interesting old 
buildings  was explored and a good 
restaurant, La Perla, identified for 
dinner. We set off the following day 
for   St Helier. The forecast was 
for SE 3 but this didn’t materialise, 
so motoring was inevitable. The 
afternoon in St H. was another 
opportunity to explore and to top up 
the supplies. 

   The forecast for the Monday 
was for W1-3 increasing later. 
This proved, once again, to be 
insufficient to sail in the direction 
required. From Jersey we headed 
south for the Iles Chausey, 
geographically part of the Channel 
Islands but actually French. Its 
transport links, if you don’t have a 
boat, are to France only of course. 
Here the tidal range can be up to 14 
metres

   Historically The Sound at Grand-
Ile which we cautiously entered 
provided secluded anchorages 
for smugglers and pirates. After a 
long time stooging around waiting 
in vain for a suitable mooring buoy 
to become available, a fisherman 

invited us to anchor just to the south 
of his boat. All seemed well as we 
relaxed over our late supper on 
board. Unfortunately the anchor 
dragged in the night and as we 
made preparations to leave at LW 
in the early hours, SEA SCAMP 
went aground on a rock. The said 
fisherman kindly rowed out with a 
line and winched us off. Lovely spot 
though.

   Once clear of the Ile, we had 
a good sail northwards towards 
Carteret on the Cotentin peninsula. 
The entrance, at about an hour and 
a half after HW, was challenging, 
with a strong cross tide breaking 
on the outer wall, deftly handled by 
the skipper. The marina, protected 
by a sill, was well inshore up the 
river, which subsequently dried out. 
There are proposals to enclose 
further sections of river to provide 
more space for yachts. This 
popular holiday resort offered a 
good selection of shops,cafes and 
restaurants.

   Dielette, our objective for the 
Wednesday, a fairly short distance 
north of Carteret is easily spotted as 
it’s right next to the huge Flamenville 
nuclear power station. After fuelling, 
we tied up in the inner basin, behind 

the ‘porte abbattante’. Here some 
of the crew basked for the afternoon 
on the superb rocky beach nearby. 
A highlight of this visit, however, was 
L’Escale restaurant, where bowls 
of moules of an unbelievably vast 
size is the speciality. At present 
the restaurant is in a portakabin, 
but by next summer will be in a 
smart new building, currently under 
construction.

   Our return to St Peter Port on the 
Thursday brought more frustrations 
as regards sailing rather than 
motoring, but as the tide swept us 
northwards and Alderney loomed 
large, the latter became inevitable. 
The approach in the mid afternoon 
sunshine was delightful and after a 
period on the waiting pontoon, we 
returned to Victoria Marina.
This left a day free and two of us 
went to Herm on the ferry and had 
a lovely day walking, beachcoming 
and exploring. We were charmed 
by the 11th C St Tugual’s chapel, 
founded by Norman monks, with 
its excellent accoustics, tested by 
the author singing at the top of her 
voice to the amazement(?) of other 
visitors.  

Bill Scatchard (S), Nicole Twort (M), Leslie Miles, Sara Taffinder

copy and photos overleaf. - Nicky Twort
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Carteret entrance and beach
Nicky Twort
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22 - 23 August  To Beaulieu and Back
Bill Scatchard (S), Amanda Prout (M) Flo Preux, Sallie McMullen

   Saturday morning some lovely 
weather for a gentle sail to the 
Western Solent and a slow motor 
up the Beaulieu River on the rising 
tide, we were lucky to get a berth 
on the long shore pontoon below 
the fuel berth at Bucklers Hard.  
Whist the Skipper experimented 
with awning battens the rest of 
the crew went on a walk up river 
towards Beaulieu village.   By 
the time the crew returned heavy 
rain was about to set in and the 

desirability of a waterproof canopy 
over the cockpit became evident.

   Our existing green sun canopy 
is too small and is not water proof 
!    The rain continued all evening 
and we ate on board, there was 
no enthusiasm for a visit to the 
Master Builder and getting wet. On 
Sunday by the time the tide had 
turned in mid morning the rain had 
stopped and we had an enjoyable 
sail back to Shamrock Quay.     

   On Sunday morning we had 
seen a very miserable bedraggled 
terrier apparently abandoned out 
side the Harbour Master’s office 
all night.  Before she went home 
Sallie phoned Bucklers Hard and 
was told the dog's owner had 
turned up - if they had not, the 
terrier may have found a new 
home in Derbyshire.

copy - Bill Scatchard.

   With gales and heavy rain 
forecast (and delivered) we should 
have stayed at home but being 
brave and having paid for the 
boat we joined on a wet Sunday 
evening and soon went to bed.

  

 On Monday 
the weather 
was worse so 
rather than 
go sailing 
we went 
shopping in 
Southampton 
for cheap 
but good 
sailing kit from 
Decathlon 
(I find their 
Tribord jackets 
excellent 
value).

   On Tuesday 
we felt we 
should at 
least try to sail 
somewhere 
so set off for 
Yarmouth and 
got very cold 
and wet, but at 
least we had 
a good berth 
and a hot 
shower to look 
forward to.

    A day off on Wednesdy was 
deemed necessary to finish drying 
off, so more shopping, a short 
walk and an expensive dinner 
cheered up the crew.

   Thursday's forecast looked 
better so we set off to have a 
look at the Needles. The actualité 
was not so good so we retreated 
to Newtown River for some bird 
watching and a quiet night.
We had to get back to SQ on 
Friday so that the Skipper could 
get himself to Copenhagen to Join 
OVERLORD for her ill fated return 
voyage (ref OCC Journal for news 
of this), We had a good sail back 
from Newtown and got in some 
cadet training – both Millie and 
Poppy checked off all items on the 
Competent Crew “can do” sheet. 
Congratulations to both.

23 - 28 August  Gotto Week, The Worst Week of the Summer?
John Scatchard (S), James Gotto (M) Kate Gotto, Liz Scatchard, Poppy Gotto (C), Millie Gotto (C)

Copy and photo - John Scatchard.

This Photo tells the story

Last year!
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 Our sailing weekend 
along the Solent began on a 
Friday in mid-September. Looking 
for a man called Adrian, who as 
we were told, was probably to be 
found in the pub at the marina. It 
took my father and me a while to 
find him, but eventually we met, 
and he showed us SEA SCAMP; a 
beautiful and elegant boat made 
of wood. SEA SCAMP definitely 
stood out among the neighbouring 
boats, the “Plastic Fantastics”, as 
Robert called them. 

   Crew were gathered: Anna, Rob, 
Adrian and Lesley; after some 
Chinese, we all headed to bed, 
ready for the weekend ahead. 

   Waking up to some spitting on 
Saturday morning, the weather 
was forecast to be a bit rough but 
not too bad. It was so exciting to 
see the sail up in the wind; SEA 
SCAMP felt so tall, I was worried 
that we would hit the bridges that 
we passed under! It took a while to 
come out of the estuary, but once 
we did, we were met with rougher 
waters.

   Winds and waves got choppier 
and choppier as we sailed on. 
Everyone was worried that I wasn’t 
enjoying it as I was right at the 
stern, but actually I loved it! In 
fact, I felt bad as I couldn’t help 
out much on board. Instead, I was 
sitting on the “skipper’s seat”, 
watching the waves eating up  
SEA SCAMP

   We arrived into Yarmouth 
harbour and found OVERLORD, 
the sister boat. Seeing the two 
boats next to each other was 
fantastic, as you could see the 
similarities of design and shape; 
we even went inside to see the 
similarities in the layout.

   Shower rooms were on shore 
nearby, so Anna and I headed 
over that evening. Unfortunately, 
this is when she almost fell into the 
sea… the space between the boat 
and the ladder onto the harbour 
was only just near enough to get 

across, but you had to be very 
careful. As we were hopping over, 
Anna lost her balance, and ended 
up hanging off with one hand! I 
screamed, from the surprise, and 
because I was worried about her 
falling into the waters or getting 
trapped between the quay-side 

and the boat. However Anna 
later told me that she was only 
screaming because she had 
dropped her plastic bag of shower 
things into the water! 
 
   Eventually the evening ended, 
and we all headed to our bunks. 
One of the best things about 
SEA SCAMP, was that I slept SO 
well! I don’t know whether it was 
because the boat was rocking or 
due to the noise of the lapping 
waves, but I had such a good 
sleep on both nights.

   Embracing Sunday with the 
better weather we headed back 
towards Portsmouth. I helped out 
on deck, learning about tacking 
and gybing, and managing not 
to get hit by the boom! Just as 
I was starting to get the hang of 
it, we were coming back into the 

marina, and the day had to come 
to a close. Lunch was at anchor 
in Osborne bay, and we were 
accompanied by a few hopeful 
seagulls!

   The weekend was a fantastic 
experience; I was so lucky to be 
on board with a bunch of keen 
sailors, who could teach me 
and give advice about how the 
boat worked. I really enjoyed the 
weekend-it was an exhilarating 
experience.

12-13 September 
Rob Stevenson (S), Adrian Gould (M) Leslie Miles, John Wilson(P),  Anna Stevenson(C), Alice Wilson(PC)

copy - Alice Wilson
photos - Anna Stevenson
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Rob Stevenson (S), Adrian Gould (M) Leslie Miles, John Wilson(P),  Anna Stevenson(C), Alice Wilson(PC)
3 -4 October, Solent Waters, Training Weekend

   Definitely impromptu; the 
decision to have one training 
weekend was only made days 
before we met in the Waterfront 
Bar; which was suddenly invaded 
by a band called Glamrockerz. 
First two to arrive sent a text to the 
third “insert earplugs when still two 
miles away”. We intended leaving 
K27 at LW Saturday (0858) but 
this proved to be unachievable.  
Before training actually started 
we needed to unwind the main 
halyard from being twisted up with 
the topping lift and the running 
backstay and trapped forward of 
the top spreader.

   Training started with checking 
the Raymarine-shown depth was 
correct using the lead line. Then 
using lead line to measure aft of 
hawse pipe to where a convenient 
point for flaking 4 metre lengths 
of the 41 metre anchor chain 
is. Next, an investigation of the 
health of the ship’s battery using 
a Cold Cranking Current tester. 
We tested Safety Briefing. We 
went through use of fore spring 
and engine to hold SEA SCAMP 
close to a pontoon “indefinitely” 
and using stern spring to get the 
bows away from pontoon if there 
is wind or current holding you 
on. Manoeuvring under engine 
was then practised upstream of 
Itchen Bridge.  Then we had to 
weave our way through a gaggle 
of rowing boats racing in pairs 

and invigilated by many safety 
boats just outside Ocean Village 
Marina. Eventually we located the 
single transit mark near Hamble 
Point to explain how it works. 
There followed a navigation 
exercise to get to Luttrell Tower 
to teach bower anchoring.  After 
lunch we went through how to 
enter a new waypoint on the GPS 
and sailed up to Lymington. We 
had prepared a Passage Plan to 
stay overnight in Bembridge but 
changed because the probability 
of early morning sea fog meant 
we risked being trapped there until 
HW-3 (1400) on Sunday. Reached 
Jack in the Basket about half 
an hour before evening nautical 
twilight, motored upriver to Town 
Quay where boats were rafted four 
deep.  We had to do a 180 degree 
five point turn at the end of the 
rafters after passing three official 
“No Mooring Alongside” boards. 
Another 180 degree turn brought 
us alongside the downstream and 
friendly AURORA.  Finally, the crew 
fetched up in the 300 year old 
King’s Head for a convivial supper.

   Sunday morning at about 0900 
(an hour before LW) we rigged 
a long bow line and, with engine 
in neutral, walked SEA SCAMP 
astern so our port jib winches were 
level with  AURORA ‘s transom, 
then  cast off both springs, put 
the tiller to port and let the current 
turn the bow clear. We then used 

our long bow line to ease astern 
until we could let go, engage gear 
and turn in the vicinity of the small 
jetty which PUFFIN BILLI operates 
from. We had breakfast motoring 
back to the Solent.  Once out of 
the river we went to Thorness Bay 
where we chucked the kedge 
over, with two buoys attached, so 
as to practise picking up a buoy 
and hold station alongside our 
simulated pontoon. From there 
we navigated across the North 
Channel, discussed proximity 
waypoints, and anchored for 
lunch close to Afterbarn. Then 
followed instruction in engine and 
gearbox oil levels checking  and 
direct cooling system level and 
fuel/water separator cleaning 
the log impeller. The log had 
not been working which was not 
surprising as the impeller was 
home to literally wriggling marine 
life (not the usual static limpets). 
We topped up the fuel tank from 
jerrycans (after extracting the 
dipstick from deep in the lazarette 
bilge) to minimise the quantity left 
aboard at refit time. It was time 
to head back to SQ where Flo 
brought us alongside K27 with 
aplomb and was voted a star 
pupil.
   

copy - Bill Robson

Bill Robson (S), Ian Baines (M), Flo Preux

Brain Tweaker
Part One: Which of these six is the odd man out?
Stratus Cloud Virga Fog Mist Haze Sea Smoke

Part Two: Of the Cirrus clouds the most easily recognised is the Cirrocumulus, known as Mackerel Sky 
( French Nuages Moutonneux).

Which is the only one of the 107 London Underground Stations whose name does not contain one of the 
letters in the word “Mackerel”?
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10 - 11 October, Solent Waters, Skipper Sign Off
Andy Whitmore (S), Nicky Twort (M), John Salmon (S) Dave McIntyre, Sara Taffinder, Tracy Farkas

   I joined up with the crew on the 
evening of the 9th October. The 
skipper for the weekend was Andy 
Whitmore, an old salty friend of 
mine, who had sold me on the Sea 
Scamp Syndicate. An excuse for 
a weekend at sea, if an excuse 
is ever needed, was to assess 
Andy's sailing capabilities with a 
view of adding him to the skipper's 
roster. Performing the assessment 
duties for the weekend was John 
Salmon and Nicky Twort was our 
first mate. Tracey Farkas and Sara 
Taffinder made up the remainder 
of the crew so that when we set 
sail on the Saturday morning we 
were a rather cosy six, I'm glad to 
say no-one was a 'snorer'. 
 
   Slipping early on Saturday 
morning, we took an hour or two to 
let the caffeine kick in and for the 
wind to blow away the cobwebs 
as those new to the boat, i.e. your 
author, were given a run down 
on the basic characteristics of a 

venerable old lady such as the 
SEA SCAMP. After a quick jaunt up 
the Southampton Water we took a 
delightful sail over to the Beaulieu. 
The plan was to lunch on a buoy 
somewhere up the stretch before 
Needs Ore Point. However all the 
best plans are typically laid to 
ruin when you have a motor boat 
disregarding the fact that we were 
quite clearly taking up a position to 
take a buoy and he proceeded to 
nip past us and tie off. Murmurings 
of discontent on SEA SCAMP 
were quickly put to rest by the 
skipper and all thoughts of doing 
a 'Captain Jack Sparrow' onto 
their deck were put to rest as we 
then decided to combine a good 
run out of the Beaulieu along 
with preparing a spot of lunch. 
Andy's salad dressing took full 
compliments from the crew and 
a quick couple of hours of man 
overboard drills soon put any lack 
of buoy practice out of our minds. 
A quick transit across the Solent 

courtesy of the brisk wind and 
we were soon tying up in Cowes 
for the well-deserved run ashore. 
Good food, good company and 
good wine certainly topped off the 
day. 
 
   An early slip Sunday morning 
and we continued to put Andy 
through his paces for his 
assessment. A second iteration 
of the famous salad dressing 
only served to cement his well-
deserved skipper's ticket. We were 
tied up alongside Shamrock Quay 
for 1400 and then it was simply 
working through the routine of 
putting the SEA SCAMP to bed, 
saying our farewells and looking 
forward to the next voyage. As a 
'newbie' to the SEA SCAMP, I had a 
great time, met some great people 
and will definitely be back to join 
the crew as full syndicate member 
in 2016. 

copy and photo - Dave McIntyre
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50 Square Metre News
V2 RUSALKA   – Sperling –  Spirlind  (1936) (VPz 2)  Jan Huerkamp
Lots of information about the Square Metres on his website  http://www.Takel-Ing.de  
 
V26 KESTREL – GRIFFIN  -  Matt Lingley reports that KESTREL had been moved from Ipswich docks marina        
over a couple of years ago - no idea where she went sadly.
 
V30  SEE FALKE  - SEA SOLDIER  - 14 May 2015  Griff Williams wrote - Apologies for not replying sooner but 
we have been hoping to launch etc. Anyway we finally got her on the water a few weeks ago two days before 
our first race in Antigua classics! We came fifth out of 8 in our class Vintage A, on adjusted time(handicap) 
and our adjusted time overall was only 8 minutes behind the winner in 10 hours of racing so we are pleased 
since there are numerous snags to be ironed out. There is no interior and we did classics with an engine but 
no propeller but hope to get that sorted over the summer. The jib sizes and configuration need to be adjusted. 

SEE FALKE at the Antigua classics 2015 – a lot higher out of the water than SEA SCAMP !

V44 KUCKUCK  -  SEA SCAMP’S younger sister  -  A & R build no 3013  (ZEISIG /SEA SCAMP V43 was build 
No 3012)
In the early 1950’s she was sailed by the RAF and based at the British Kiel Yacht Club. Now owned by Lars 
Moeller, berthed at  Nakskov, Dänemark. Unfortunately I did not get a chance to go and see her when I sailed 
on OVERLORD in Denmark last summer.
 

copy  - Bill Scatchard
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Proposed Sea Scamp sailing programme for 2016 

Trip Days Dates Handover Skipper Mate Vacancies
1 week end 29-31 March S.Q. Bill Scatchard John Scatchard 4

2 week end 2-3 April S.Q. 6

3 week end 9-10 April S.Q. John Scatchard Denise Moore 3

4 week end 16-17 April S.Q. Andy Whitmore Nicky Twort 1

5 week end 23-24 April S.Q. Bill Scatchard Adrian Gould 5

6 weekend 30 April - 2 May S.Q. Alison Dewar Laura Salmon 3

7 week end 7-8 May S.Q. John Salmon Laura Salmon full

8 week end 14-15 May S.Q. Mike Sharples Adrian Gould 4

9 week end 21-22 May S.Q. Rob Stevenson 5

10 week end, Royal Escape 24-31 May S.Q. - Le Havre John Scatchard Adrian Gould 3

11 7 days, D Day 31 May - 11 June Le Havre - Cherbourg John Scatchard Hilary Webb full

12 7 days 11 - 18 June Cherbourg - St Malo John Salmon Ian Baines 1

13 7 days 18 - 25 June St Malo - Brest Alison Dewar Chris Kingswood 2

14 7 days 25 June - 2 July Brest - Plymouth Mike Sharples Sara Taffinder 4

15 7 days 2 - 8 July Plymouth - Brixham John Scatchard Hilary Webb 3

16 7 days 8 - 18 July Brixham - Brest Bill Scatchard Adrian Gould 1

17 7 days 18 - 25 July Brest - Brest Bill Scatchard Amanda Prout 3

18 6 days 25 - 30 July Brest - Brixham or 
Falmouth Bill Robson Nicky Twort 4

19 7 days 30 July - 6 August Brixham /Falmouth - Alison Dewar 5

20 7 days 6 - 12 August Falmouth - S.Q. 6

21 week end 13 - 14 August S.Q. 6

22 week end 20 - 21 August S.Q. Mike Sharples Adrian Gould 4

23 week end 27 - 29 August S.Q. John Salmon 5

24 week end 3 - 4 September S.Q. Rob Stevenson 5

25 week end 10 - 11 September S.Q. 6

26 week end 17 - 18 September S.Q. 6

27 week end 24 - 25 September S.Q. Andy Whitmore Nicky Twort 2

28 week end 1 - 2 October S.Q. Alison Dewar? 6

29 week end 8 - 9 October S.Q. Bill Scatchard 6

30 week end 15 - 16 October S.Q. Andy Whitmore Nicky Twort 3

31 week end 22 - 23 October S.Q. John Scatchard Hilary Webb 2

32 week end 29 - 30 October S.Q. 6

33 week end 5 - 6 November S.Q. 6

34 week end 12 - 13 November S.Q. - De Kit Bill Scatchard 5

as of 19 Jan 2016, for up to date programme please contact Nicky Twort or view on the website 

Please note: at time of going to print trips 19 and 20 are subject to change with possibility of SEA SCAMP returning to SQ at end of trip 19.
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as of 19 Jan 2016, for up to date programme please contact Nicky Twort or view on the website 
Cruise Booking and Payment Procedures

BOOKING BERTHS 
Anyone wanting to book should:-

a) Book direct with the Skipper who must advise the Sailing Secretary of crew names and capability. 
b) Contact the Sailing Secretary who will take enquiries for berths and pass these on to Skippers for action. 
(The Sailing Secretary keeps an up-to-date list of crew bookings.) 

Once the Skipper offers a place the booking MUST be confirmed with a deposit of 50% of the sailing fee, balance of the 
fee is then due two months prior to sailing, or the full sailing fee if the trip is within two months of sailing.

Cheques should be made payable to “SEA SCAMP Syndicate” and sent to the Skipper who will forward them to the Treas-
urer, accompanied by a completed Sailing Fee Sheet. 
. 

SAILING FEES for 2016 are;
All members except cadets                                       £40 per day.
Cadet (23 or under and in full time education)                                            £20 per day 

PROVISIONAL MEMBERSHIP
In addition those who wish to sail who are not members of the Sea Scamp Syndicate must join as a Provisional Member. 
Provisional membership lasts for 3 months 

Fee to become a Provisional Member in 2016 are:
Adult     £10
Cadet   .£5

AFFILIATE MEMBER (a full member of the Little Ship Club)
Annual fee of £10 

Skippers please note 
When a booking is made for a friend or guest please complete a Provisional Membership form which then must be signed 
by the Provisional Member and then returned to the Treasurer, preferably with the Provisional Member's cheque, and at the 
latest at least one week before sailing, in order to comply with the Maritime and Coastguard Agency requirements.

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
These remain the same for 2016 and are for 12 months from the date of application. 

by standing order by single payment

Shareholder single member 60 shares or more £25 £40

Shareholder Family membership 90 shares or more £35 £50

Adult Member £75 £90

Family Membership £110 £125

Cadet Member £35 £45

STOP PRESS:          Sailing Fees may now be paid by electronic Transfer from your bank to the Club.

Payee
Sort Code

Account
Reference

SEASCAMP SYNDICATE 
090155
88453080 
Txx

Notes 
 1. You must make a seperate transfer for each trip.
 2. Reference must consist of“T” followed  ONLY by the number of the trip shown on the sailing programme (NO DATES)
 3. For a deposit and then the final payment just put the same T reference for each transfer 
 4 .I will see your name automatically as it will be put in by your bank.

Please be punctilious if you wish to be able to continue this way of paying.

Fill in these bank transfer details 
i.e. for Royal Escape 
weekend with John 
Scatchard just put in 
“T10” for the reference
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Trip Days Date From Date to Itinery Detail Skipper

1 2 19 Mar 20 Mar Shakedown EBY - Gosport

2 5 24 Mar 28 Mar Easter Weekend JOG racing Cherbourg/Cowes

3 2 2 April 3 April tbc

4 3 8 April 10 April Racing Weekend JOG Nab Tower

5 2 16 April 17 April tbc

6 2 23 April 24 April OCC Weekend

7 5 28 April 2 May Bank Holiday Weekend JOG St Vasst

8 2 7 May 8 May tbc

9 3 13 May 15 May Racing Weekend JOG Yarmouth/Cowes

10 2 21 May 22 May tbc

11 4 27 May 30 May Spring Bank Holiday JOG Roscoff

12 7 4 June 10 June Honfleur Cruise Tony Murphy

13 7 11 June 17 June tbc

14 7 18 June 24 June Channel Islands cruising Gosport - St Peters Port John Salmon

15 14 25 June 8 July Channel Islands cruising St Peters Port - Plymouth Ian Thomas

16 14 9 July 22 July JOG race - Brest Festival Plymouth - Eire John Scatchard

17 14 23 July 5 Aug Cruising Eire Adrian Clark

18 14 6 Aug 19 Aug Cruising Eire Tony Murphy

19 14 20 Aug 2 Sept Cruising Eire John Butler

20 16 3 Sept 18 Sept Cruising Eire/West Country Return to Gosport Kevin Jolly

21 4 22 Sept 25 Sept Racing Weekend JOG Cherbourg 2

22 3 30 Sept 2 Oct Racing Weekend JOG Solent

23 3 7 Oct 9 Oct OOC Regatta

24 2 15 Oct 16 Oct

25 2 22 Oct 23 Oct Chris Saint

26 2 29 Oct 30 Oct

OVERLORD’s 2016 provisional sailing programme
to sail on Overlord mail sailing sec at nick@nigelfamily.com or visit www.sailoverlord.org.uk
(ed. note - correct at time of going to print but please check with Nick as programme is changing) 
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Overlord’s news and planned programme for 2016 
to sail on Overlord mail sailing sec at nick@nigelfamily or visit www.sailoverlord.org.uk 

   I thought I would write a few words as I had two magnificent sails on OVERLORD last year. New members to 
Sea Scamp Syndicate may not be aware they may sail on OVERLORD taking advantage of any refit allowance 
they may have.  OVERLORD is the big sister of SEA SCAMP being a 100 sq. m. to SEA SCAMP’s 50 sq.m. 
Historically connected because  both are windfall yachts built by Abeking and Rasmussen and because originally 
they where both part of the same club (OCC).  She tends to go a little further afield, last year she cruised in the 
Baltic, this year she is cruising in Eire.

Little Ship Club News
   In March 2014 an agreement was signed for a 
reciprocal affiliate membership between the Little Ship 
Club and Sea Scamp Syndicate.  

   The Little Ship Club's president is Sir Robin Knox-
Johnston, the first man to do a single-handed non-
stop circumnavigation of the globe.  Still, at 75, 
he does solo transatlantic voyages, as he is “just 
not ready for the slippers, pipe and television yet".    
Something some SEA SCAMP members can identify 
with!

   Under the March 2014 agreement SEA SCAMP 
members are eligible to join the LSC as Affiliate 
members for an annual fee of £150 (instead of the 
usual £345-£455).

   For this they can use the LSC Upper Thames Street 
riverside clubhouse and attend Tuesday evening Club 
nights with talks and dinner.  They can also participate 
in their RYA training courses at member rates.  Details 

of their talks and training courses are on their website - 
www.littleshipclub.co.uk. 

   The first 2016 SEA SCAMP Social evening will take 
place at the LSC on Tuesday, 23 February 2016.  There 
will be a talk by Jimmy Cornell on Exploring the North 
West Passage at 7.00pm followed by a two-course 
dinner, at a cost of £15.50 per person.  

   Little Ship Club members can join Sea Scamp 
Syndicate as Affiliate members for an annual fee of 
£10 and sail on SEA SCAMP for the current daily 
sailing rate of £40, attend social functions and do refit 
work. 
 
   There has been one exchange of affiliate 
membership - Sara Taffinder joined the Little Ship Club 
and Sara Turnbull joined the Sea Scamp Syndicate.  
Hopefully after the Sea Scamp Social in February there 
will be further exchanges.
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Specialist travel insurance

Our specialist travel insurance policy provides valuable 
worldwide cover and is especially suited to sailing overseas. 
If you’re planning on boating abroad this year, give us a call 
and we’ll be happy to advise you.

Designed with overseas sailing in mind.

Enquire online or call us today

bishopskinner.com
0800 783 8057
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Travel Insurance

0127-0116 Seascamp travel insurance advert FINAL.indd   1 06/01/2016   14:35:40

Tweaker Answers

Part one: 
Haze because it contains solid particles. 
The others are simply water and air: 
 Clouds are usually at least 250 metres above sea level; 
 Fog is found down to sea level reducing visibility to 1km; 
 Mist visibility is up to 2km; 
 Sea smoke is also called steam fog; 
 Virga are streaks of water below clouds.

Part two:
St, John’s Wood (on the Jubilee Line)
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Photo rear cover - ‘whats occurring?’  ed.

Directions to SEA SCAMP when berthed at Shamrock Quay SO14 5QL

SEA SCAMP 
on her berth 
Hammerhead 
Pontoon K

Park in this 
area
if possible

Toilets/
showers

Marina 
Office

Princess Street
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Bitterne Railway St.  25 min walk

Woolston Railway St. 
 30 min walk

Yellow Welly Cafe, 

Water Front Bar and 
Restaurant

Entrance to
Shamrock Quay

 Marina
SO14 5QL

From Southampton Central 
Railway Station allow 15 to 20 
mins in Taxi, or it’s about a 50 
min walk.

If Driving entrance to the Marina 
is off William Street.

Contact No. for the Marina Office 
(MDL) is:- 02380 229461

Check in at the MDL Marina 
Office to register your car 
registration number 
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